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INTRODUCTION
A series of examples are presented to indicate some of the principal functions
of the SPAR system (Reference 1), and.to illustrate SPAR's control card-data
card structure. For each of the eleven examples, information in the following
categories is given:
o A description of the problem and, in most cases,
comparisons with analytical solutions.
o A list of the input cards.
" A printout of the Table of Contents of the
direct access library into which all SPAR
output was directed.
o A few representative plots.
Many comments are embedded in the input cards. All text to the right of a
$ symbol is ignored by SPAR's input decoder. In Problem 1 the input to
processors TAB and ELD is extensively annotated. Problem 1 also illustrates
the most general form of applied loading. In Problem 10 the INC and MOD
commands are extensively used in ELD input. Problem 11 illustrates the use







2 VIBRATION OF A CIRCULAR MEMBRANE
3 CIRCULAR PLATE
3.1 Vibrational Characteristics
3.2 Buckling due to Compressive Edge Load
3.3 Lateral Deflection, Including Prestress Effects
4 RECTANGULAR PLATE
4.1 Vibrational Characteristics
4.2 ,Buckling due to Unidirectional Compression
4.3 Effect of Prestress on Buckling Load
4.4 Buckling due to Uniform Compression
4.5 Effects of Prestress on Vibrational Characteristics
4.6 Buckling due to Linearly Varying Edge Load
4.7 Buckling due to Edge Shear
4.8 Buckling due to Thermal Load
4.9 Effects of Thermal Prestress on Vibrational Characteristics
5 VIBRATION OF A CONICAL SHELL
6 CYLINDRICAL SHELL
6.1 Vibrational Characteristics
6.2 Buckling due to Axial Compression
6.3 Effects of Pre-Tensioning on Buckling due to External Pressure
6.4 Buckling due to External Pressure
6.5 Effects of Pressurization on Buckling due to Axial Compression
7 BUCKLING OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL DUE TO TORSIONAL LOADING
8 SPHERICAL SHELL
8.1 Vibrational Characteristics of a 600 Sector
8.2 Vibrational Characteristics of a 300 Sector
8.3 Stress due to Pressure Loading
8.4 Buckling of 100 Sector due to Pressure
9 BEAM
9.1 Vibration of a Cantilever
9.2 Column Buckling
9.3 Beam-Column Effects
9.4 Effects of Pre-Tension on Vibration
9.5 Buckling of a Cantilever due to Lateral Load
9.6 Buckling due to Pure Bending
9.7 Buckling due to Thermal Load
9.8 Effects of Thermal Pre-Stress on Vibration




Solutions were obtained for a segment of a ring in order to explain in de-
tail various data for processors TAB and ELD, and to demonstrate the use
of combined loadings in one load case definition in the Q processor. A 6-
degree sector of a ring was divided into an 8 x 1 quadrilateral finite
element mesh. The geometrical and material properties of the ring are shown
on the figure below:
/in 2
E = 10.0 lb/in2
2 in. v 0.3 2/in42 ass density = 1.0 lb-sec2/in
a =  1.0 in/degree




Linear and quadratic thermal loads were applied to the ring, as well as a
combination loading of nodal forces, thermal loads, specified nodal motion,
surface pressure, and an inertia load.
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2. VIBRATION OF A CIRCULAR MEMBRANE
Natural frequencies were obtained for lateral vibration of a simply supported
circular membrane in uniform tension. A quarter of the membrane was divided
into 9 x 10 finite elements to obtain the numerical solution. The geometri-
cal and material properties of the membrane are shown on the figure below:
#/ 
Sym., / . r = 10 in.
Anti-
Sym.
, \ Simple Support
/ 'i .,/ .7 ' ,-
S, E = .3 x 10lb/in 2
S = .3 lb/in 2
Mass density= .1 lb-sec /in
____ ___ ___ _  ___ ___t = .1 in
Symmetry Plane 9z
Numerical results are listed below:
SPAR Analytical
(O2 .58622 x 10 .57792 x 10
22
W12 .15003 x 10 .14684 x 102
2 2W21 .26999 x 102 .26337 x 10222
)022 .31389 x 102  .30471 x 10222
w31 .41982 x 102 .40692 x 10222
W122 .51580.x 10 .49224 x 102
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The quarter-circle finite element mesh shown on Figure 3-1 was used to solve
the problems described in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
B
/0) ----- r = 10 in. E = .3 x 108 lb /in 2
' v = .3
Mass density = .1 lb-sec /in
t = .1 in
0/ 2A
Fig. 3-1 Circular Plate
3.1 Vibrational Characteristics. With edge AB fixed, and edge OA a symmetry
plane, solutions were obtained for (1) OB a symmetry plane, and (2) OB an anti-
symmetry plane. SPAR results are compared with Reference 2, pp 44 9 , 450.
OB = Symmetry Plane OB = Anti-Symmetry Plane
2 2 2 2W10 W12 W20 W11
SPAR .28991 x 10 .33770 x 10 .43923 x 10 .12547 x 10
Ref. 2 .28638 x 104  .33470 105 .43474 x 105 .12371 x 105
3.2 Buckling due to Compressive Edge Load. Both OA and OB are symmetry
planes. Unit uniform compression is developed by applying N = 1 along free
3.1r
3.1
edge AB. With edge AB then clamped, Nr (critical) is computed. The result
indicated below is compared with Reference 3, pp 389-392.
N (Critical)
r
SPAR .40298 x 103
Ref. 3 .40326 x 103
3.3 Lateral Deflection, including Prestress Effects. OA and OB are symmetry
planes. Uniform tension is developed by applying N = 100 along free edge
AB. AB is then clamped, and unit uniform lateral pressure is applied. The
result indicated below is compared with Reference 4, pp 391-393.
Lateral Deflection
at Center
SPAR .75739 x 10-
Ref. 4 .75960 x 10-1
3.2
*XQT TAB , GENERATF BASIC TABLES..DEFINING STRUCtURF
-START .101i 65 -S. -- -
TITLEt CIRCLILAR PLATE PROBLEMS
TEXTS
I THE FOLLOWING CIRCULAR PLATE PROPLEMS ARF SOLVED IN THIS RUNs
t I VIBRATION OF A CIRtULAR PLATE
I 2 BUCKLING OF A CIRCULAR PLATE
I 3LATERALDFLECTION .OF.. A PRESTRESSEDCIRCULAR PLAE ..
I
MATEIRAL CONSTANTS'
1 .3+8 .3 .1 I1 4 .
JOINT LOCATIONS
FORMAT=2$
2 1.0 .0 .0 1.0 (0,0 .0 10- 1 10
t10 o10.0 .0 .0 10.0 900o .0




S CLAMPED AT EDG|ES, SYMMETRY AT BOTH THETA=
0. - AND q0 DEGREE PLANES
SYMMETRY PLANE=2$
SYMt.TRY PLANL=1$
ZERD.2.j3,r4.51 9210 .. .
CONSTRAINT CASE 2 $
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... .PLANE AND ANTI-SYMMETRY AT THETA=90
$ DEGREF PLANE.
ANTISYMMETRY PLANF=s1
__- SYMMETRY. PLAN-=2 __ __ _ _.-.........
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ZERO Is 1$
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S
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RESET INIT=8S
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S.. PLATE I.UNDER CONSTRAINT CONDITION 2
RESET IN1T=8CON=2$
8XQT 0 DEFINE APPLIED LOADS
3.3 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS PO0OI
CASE 1'I UN1FORM RAfI)Iht CrnhPRF5SIVU- FOPCE AT EDGES
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-
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RESET 9gMG9Ll2L?=?2 tJP:1$
09aY DCLJ EXECUTE DATA COMPLLEX t;YlLllY PROGRAM
v~Oc Is
3.4j.
TABLE OF CONTENTS, DAL .1
CIRCQLAR PLAIE PROBLEMS
. . . . ..-- E - - ... t . -D -A SE- TE ..-SEQ RH DATE TIME R wORDS /BLK SIZE y N1 N2 N3 K4
1 11 .51374 213904 0 18 1 18 0 JDFJ BTAB 1 82 - r54l 2i 9l0j4 0 i 1, 10 tu! 0 JHEF BTAU 7 03 16 051374 213904 0 i2 1 12 1 ALTR STAB 2 44 17 051374 213904 0 19 1 19 4 NUAL 0 05 18t 051374 213904 
- -8 ----- 4-- ----- 3 TEXT-TP-AB . I-6 21 351374 213905 0 10 1 10 1 MATC BTAB 2 27 22 051374 213905 0 303 101 303 1 JLOC BTAB P 5
.... t - - 3374 213905 0 1U1 0 ., t y0 E 3AB
1 37 51374 213906 0 19 1 19 1 SA 8TAB 2 1310 3' ,51374 213906 0 101 101 101 0 CON 1 011- 42 051374 -21-3-90-7- -0 - 01 10Y .. -- CuN 712 46 351374 213907 0 909 1,01 909 1 QJJT TAB ? 1913 79 J51374 213911 0 144 9 896 0 DEFF E33 3
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The 5 by 8 rectangular mesh shown on Figure 4-1 was used to solve the
problems described in Sections 4.1-4.9.
y
C B E = .3 x 10 8 lb/in 2T I = .3
= .1 x 10 in degrees
Mass density = .1 lb-sec/in




Fig. 4-1 Rectangular Plate
4.1 Vibrational Characteristics. Edges AB and BC are simply supported;
and OA and OC are in symmetry planes. Results are compared with Reference 2,
p 443, Eq. (188)
2 2 2
ell 13 31
SPAR .12906 x 10 .19435 x 105 .48406 x 105
Ref. 2 .12906 x o104 .19428 x 105 .48336 x lo05
4.1
4.2 Buckling due to Unidirectional Compression. QA and OC are in symmetry
planes. With AB free, a unit compressive edge load, N = -1, is applied
Y
along BC. AB and BC are then simply supported, and the critical value of
N computed. Results are compared with Reference 3, pp 351-353
N (Critical)
Y
SPAR .52306 x lo3
Ref. 3 .52304 x lO3
4.3 Effect of Prestress on Buckling Load. OA and OC are in symmetry planes.
With edge BC free, a tensile load, Nx = 2000, is applied uniformly along AB.
Effects on lateral stiffness of this constant load are included in the sub-
sequent analysis. A unit edge load, N = -1, is applied along BC. AB and
BC are then simply supported and N (critical) is computed. Results are
compared with Reference 3, pp 356-358.
Ny (Critical) 0)C
40t 1,,&4. "ILITI Op
SPAR 
.12704 x 10o4 G PAG I
Ref. 3 .12700 x 10
4.4 Buckling duq to Uniform Compression. OA and OC are in symmetry planes.
Uniform compression, N = Nx = N = -1, is applied along AB and BC. AB and
BC are then simply supported andN(critical) is computed. Results are com-
pared with Reference 3, pp 356-358.
N (Critical)
SPAR .18830 x lo3
Ref. 3 .18829 x 103
4.5 Effects of Prestress on Vibrational Characteristics. OA and OC are in
symmetry planes. 'The plate is uniformly pre-tensioned by applying N = N =
x000, along AB and BC. With AB and BC ysimply rted, vibrationa mode1000, along AB and BC. With AB and BC simply & ppbrted, vibrational modes
were then computed. Results are compared with Reference 2, p 435, 443.
2 2 2
11 1l3 31
SPAR .81445 x 104  .46029 x 105  .90354 x 105
Ref. 2 .81444 x 104  .46022 x 105  .90282 x 105
4.6 Buckling due to Linearly Varying Edge Load. OC is in a symmetry plane.
With horizontal edge QA and BC free, edge. AB is loaded with N varying
xlinearly from N = 1 at A to N = -1 at B. Edges OA, AB, and BC are then
simply supported and N (critical) computed. Results are compared with
Reference 3, pp 373-379.
N (Critical)
SPAR .69434 x 10o4
Ref. 3 .65346 x 104
4.7 Buckling due to Edge Shear. A constant unit shear load, N , is applied
to the edges. All edges are then simply supported, and the critical shear
load computed. Results are compared with Reference 3, PP 379-393.
N (Critical)
SPAR .36190 x lo04
Ref. 3 .36152 x 104
4.8 Buckling due to Thermal Load. OA and OC are in symmetry planes. Edges
AB and BC are simply supported. The critical temperature, T (critical),
producing lateral buckling is computed. Results are compared with Reference 3,







4.9 Effect of Thermal Prestress on Vibrational Characteristics OA and OC
are in symmetry planes. AB and BC are simply supported. Effec s of a
thermal load, T = 2, are included in computing vibrational mode. Results
are compared with Reference 2, p 435, p 443.
2 2 2wll w1 w3
11 13 31
SPAR .70315 x 103 .17156 x lo05 .44810 x lo05
Ref. 2 .70307 x 103 .17149 x 105 .44741 x 105
4.4
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4 BUCKLING OF A rFCTANGJLAR PLATE, UNIFORM COMPRESSION,
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JOINT LOCATIONS
1 0,0 0.0 0,0 7.5 0.0 0.0 6 1 9




$ SYMMETRY AT BOUNDARY Y=09eY=O. AND SIMPLY$ SUPPORTFD AT BOUNDARY X=7,St Y=jO.
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SEQ 1 BUCKLING MODE, CRITICAL LOAD = .439371X10' 0 1
REPRODUCn3IL Oy








5. VIBRATION OF A CONICAL SHELL
Vibrational modes of a simply supported truncated conical shell were obtained.
One quarter of the shell was used for the finite element model. The quarter
shell was divided into a 9 x 8 finite element network. The seven lowest
frequencies were obtained. These seven frequencies correspond to half waves
in the meridional direction with wave numbers three to nine in the circum-
ferential direction. The geometrical and material properties of the shell
are indicated in the figure below:
z
simply sup orted
.E = .3 x 108 lb /in2
0 = .3j20~v 2 14
Mass density = .1 lb-sec /in
S t = .02 in
Sym h=7.52
Anti-Sym
x - o =4.865
Simply
Supported
Results are compared with Reference 11:
Circumferential 2
Wave No. n SPAR w Seide
6 on
3 .19244 x 106 .22078 x 106
4 .80675 x 10o .89014 x 10o
5 .52175 x 10 5 .56966 x 10 5
6 .55235 x 10 .59480 x l0o
7 .73549 x 105 .77386 x 10
8 .99957 x lo .10340 x 06
9 .13408 x 106 .13724 x 10
5.1
Since Reference 11 neglected longitudinal inertia terms, the resulting fre-
quency values are higher than the exact solution. For low values of circum-
ferential wave number, most of the energy of the shell is associated with
membrane action. Therefore, neglecting the longitudinal inertia terms re-
sults in significant error.
5.2
oXQT TAH * GFNFRATF FHASIC TALf.S* Pfi INING, S-iRUCIIIr
S I . 90 y-  0- -
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9 3 70, 2 "?0,$
10 3 80. 2 w20,$
11 3 90. 2 "20,$












I 29.130 0. 7.52 2.130 90, 7.52 10 1 95




_,.....SIMPLY SUPP.O.RTED T..3OTH.. ENDJS OF.THE CONE
$ SYM'ETRY AT 1HLTA0 PL.ANE,* ANTI-SYMMETRY
$ AT THFTA=90 DEGREE PLANE.
ANTISYMMIRY PLANE=I ..
SYMMETRY PLANE=25
ZERO 1i21 1,105 819905
SIMPLY SUPPORTED AT BOTH ENDS OF THE CONE
$ SYMMETRY AT BO1H THEA=0 AND 90 DEGREE
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SEQ 1 VIBRATIONAL MODE. FREQ CHZ). = .363540X1 0 + 0 2
TRUNCATED CONICAL SHELL 9
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5.7





The 10 by 10 cylindrical mesh shown on Figure 6-1 was used to solve the
problems discussed in Sections 6.1 through 6.5.
z
8 =0z=5 --- A - . -
O= /2 E = .1 x 10 lb/in
' " - "F  % .3
in24
Mass density = .1 lb-sec 2/n
Sym rThickness 
= .1 in
Symmetry, T i s






Fig. 6-1 Cylindrical Shell
6.1
6.1 Vibrational Characteristics. With edge AB simply supported, vibrational
modes were computed with (1) BC in a symmetry plane, and (2) BC in an anti-
symmetry plane. Results are compared with Reference 6, p 2154.
Circumferential w 2
Wave No., n SPAR on Reference 6
14 .1457 x 106 .1425 x 106
5 .8870 x 10 .8863 x 105
6 .6393 x l0 .6330 x 105
7 .5828 x 105 .5813 x 10
8 .6608 x 105 .6596 x l0
9 .8548 x l05 .8493 x l0
10 .1168 x 06 .1125 x 106
11 .1609 x 10 .1587 x 10
6.2 Buckling due to Axial Compression. A unit compressive edge load, Nz,
is applied to AB. AB is then simply supported and critical value of N
z




Ref. 3 .6075 x 104
6.3 Effects of Pretensioning on Buckling due to External Pressure. The
shell ispretensioned by a line load, Nz = 2200, along AB. AB is then simply
supported, and the critical external pressure, Pc' is computed. Results are
compared with Reference 5, P 425, Figure 9.
P
c
SPAR .1415 x 103
Ref. 5 .1406 x lO 3
6.4 Buckling due to External Pressure. Edge AB is simply supported. The
critical pressure, Pc, is computed. Results are compared with Reference 5,
6.2
p 433, Figure 15.
Pc
SPAR .1084 x 10
Ref. 5 .1045 x 103
6.5 Effects of Pressurization on Buckling due to Axial Compression. With
edge AB free, an internal pressure, P = 220, is applied. The stiffening
effect of this constant preload is included in the subsequent analysis. A
unit compressive load, Nz, is applied alongtAB. AB is then simply supported,
and N (critical) computed. Results are compared with Reference 4, p 425,
Figure 9.
Nz (Critical)




*XQT TAB * GENFWATF RASIC TARLUS DEFINING STRUCTURE
._START. 121$ -. - - --.---- *---**- . . . . . .
TITLF' CYLINfRICAL SHELl. PROBLEMS
TEXTS
-. THE FOLLOWING PRORLBEMS IN CYLINDRICAL SHFLLS ARE SOLVED IN THIS RUNs
t 1 VIBRATION OF A CYLTNnRTrAL SHELL
S 2 BUCKLING OF A r.YLINDRICAL SHELL DUE 10 UNIFORM AVIAL COMPRESSION
I 3.BUCKLING OF A.AXIALLY PR'STRESSED. cYLINDL.R DUE TO PRESSURE. LOAD,.
I 4 BUCKLING OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL DUE TO PRESSIFRE LOAD
1 5 RUCKLING OF A PRESSURIZED CYLINDFPR Of Tn AXIAt COMPRESSION
I
MATERIAL CONSTANTS
1 .1+8 .3 1 .1t-45
. OINT. LOCATION$ ... . .
FORMAT=2$
1 10.0 0.0 0o 10.0o 90,0 0, t11 11
11 100 00 So 10.0oo 90.0 5.
JOINT REFERENCE FRAME ASSIGNMLNTs
NRFF=-Is 191215
S..HL L S C.1 ION._PRRERTIES . ................
1 0.1$
CONSTRAINT CASE I$
_5 SIMPLY sUPPORTFED AT ONE END, SYMMETRY AT





. ZERO 1.21 111.121i5
CONSTRAINT CASE 25
.. SIMPLY S UPPORTFD AT ONE END, SYMMETRY AT
_$,.._ _ T. HF.O.THFR END AND AT. PL6NE..THA.TA.=0._.ANTI-.





CONTRAINLTCASE 3_ __. .... .
SYMMETRY AT PLANES AT THETA=O AND 90




_.XILELD .. _,,_READ_.ELEMFNI..FI'NITOS ........
E43 s
1 2 13 12 1 10$ os
.XQT TOPO . ANALY7F ELEMENT INIERCONNECTIVITY
*XQT E , FORM FLEMENT DATA PACKETS
OXOT EKS * INSERT Wo S INTO FLEMENT DATA PACKETS$
. XQT_ K .. . . FOkM SysTEM K$
OXQT INV , FACTOR PATRIX IN K SPAR FORMAT
QXQT M . FORM SySTEM M
.$
*XQT EIG . ... , SOLVE SYSTEM EICENPROPLEM
$ FIND FRFQIjENCIFS AND CORRFSPONDING MODE.
s" SHAPES FOR FRFEE VIURATION OF THE CYLINDER
REPRODUCIBILITY O 
-
ORIGINAL PAGE IS PO. 6.4
' • IUNrDER CONSIRAINT CASE -1
RE -T IMT= .os




s FIND FRFttiENCIES AN rOr)RRF SPOflJTNrIG fr'E
-- _ -.... 
.... SHAPES FrOR FRFE VIBRATION UF THE. CYLINUF
UNDER CnNSTRAINT CASE 2RESET INlI= 0,COJ.-Ls
PRINT 0 0 0 0 IS
OXOT 0 
-" DEFTINF APPLIE LOADSCASE I 1 UNIFOpM t, xJAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE APPLY AT ONE END
-NOVAL FORCESs MYNTS
1Il 3 -0.7854 2 10o$
112 3 -J,570fi 9 Is
CASE 21 UNTFOPHM PAUTAL PRESSURE
NODAI. PRESSIURE
1 -1.0 1I 15
.. XQT- INV -
RESET CONt=3
OXQT DSOL 
. SOLVE LnAD CASE I
RESET L=19L2=?.CnN=3.
VXOT KG 
, FORM SYSTEM KG, AXIAL COMPRESSION
OXQT EIG
-...-..: . .-- . . ..- FIND..RurKL ING AXIAL LOAD.OF 1 IE CYLIiDERRESET PROPLEM=STARIIITY INIT:a4UPPER=1, NDYN=105
OXQT LCM 
* FORM LINEAR COMRINATION OF MATRTCES
s $FORM STIFFNESS MATRIX OF AN AXJALLY PPE-







.... RESET. SEQ:2 





"FIJD RUCKLING PRESSORF OF PRF-STRESSEr)$ CYL. I NrEp
.. RESEt t:IT-4 IUPPER=;PI ROB STAR. NDYN-. s K KXK G 5
0XGT DSOL
RESET L1=2L2=2CON=3S
' 0 .T K G . y T ET KG 
-. .*FORM SYSTEM KG, UNIFORM PRESSUIRPE
RESET QSEQ=2$
OXOT EIG
.. .... ----- 
..- EIND...LturKLING. PRESS',HE___F. THE CYLINDERRESET INIT=4:,I.iUPPER=I1PPOB:STABNOYN=0O$
OXOT LCM
. T $ C 
- FORM STTFFNESS MATRIX OF A )PRErSSLIRIZED
RESET R=KYKGnK*?=KGoC2..20 CYLINnERe INTERNAL PRFSSLIRL=2?OF KYKGt Q IK, 2=KG oC2=.; 20,
.... XQT INV .
RESET K=KYKGtCON=3$
OXQT DSOL






-- FT I W Pr .eI HG AYX I A LAD OF'y THEC D.
s PRtESSIIRTUO[ c^.YL Nf)LR
RFSFT 7NITc'IIJPPFR:1 ,'PfBSTABNDYNi1fl,<=vyKd,.
.--. XQT VCU . E. - XECLITE UATA rOMfPLEX UITILITY PPO(;RAM
TOC IS
6.6
TAULE (IF CONTENTS 0 GAI, 1
CYLINORICAL SHELL PRO6LL1S
RR DATE TI E 'S BLK T DATA SL NAME
SE RR DATE TIME WORDHS /8LK SIZE Y N1 N2 N N41 11 061174 121857 C 18 1 .1B 0 JDF1 bTAB I2 -12 061174 12185 C 121 12) 121 0 JREF 8 TAB l 63 17 061174 121857 0 12 1 12 1 ALTR OTAB 2 44 18 061174 121857 0 j9 1 19 4 NOAL 0 05 19 061174 £125b i 1/4 7 140 3 TEXT TAH 16 24 061174 121858 0 10 1 MATC OTA 2 c27 25 061174 121901 0 1 121 3 b 3 .1 JLOC OTA6 ?S 38 061174 1 1901 C 1 2 11 jREF 8 T-B 2 6
43 061174 1,19,1 0 19 1 19  1 SA 0TA4 b 1310 44 001174 121902 121 1? 1 121 c OUi 1 0
11 49 06b11 74 121q3 , 1 12 1 1 1 0 COu. 012 54 061174 1;.1905 121 121 11 CON 0
3 59 061174 1 190 & 19 .121 10.19  1 oJJT bTAH 9 1914 98 061174 121009 0 1 0b 1 0 0 rlEF E13 11 415 162 0ob1174 121 09 , 1 2 0 ) 13 i L16 163 061174 1219109 0 15 I i5 GTIT L43 11,7 164 061174 12191O 0 12 12 12 0 !ELZ O1AB 1 1j18 165 Oo1174 121910 5 5 0 KE 0 019 166 061174 12191.0 0 1 0 S20 1b7 0611714 121910 0 1 1 1 3 ELTS 'AM 0 0
21 177 061174 121910 0 1 i 0 ELIS LTYP u 022 178 061174 121910 1 1 0 F.LTS "NtNOP 0 023 179 061174 12I1910 1 1 1 FLTS ISCT u 024 180 v61174 121910 0 1 1 1 . ELTS N-ELS 0
25 181 06117 1191 q 1 1 1 0 EILTS LE3 v 020 182 061174 12192 2 0 4032 1*21 1344 ' KMAP 541 2927 320 061174 121925 0 lJQbo 121 1344 0 AMAP *00 1441 91
28 758 00j1 7 4 121951 0 30buc0 100 3 08 E'43 1129 1858 061174 1;.1936 0 2 2) 20 0 0IP L4 3 11 430 1859 061174 12201% 0 22410 121 2240 1  oPA0 3b 541
31 2659 061174 122106 8 533Z 121 313 i INV I 1441L45b 1,2 1?51~ -3 1 1NV1 1432 4561 061174 12P1- ¢ 240( 121 224, I - 6pAN 36 54133 5363 061174 122133 0 10 10 10 1 vIOR EVAL 1 034 5384 0O1174 122133 0 7260 1 21 720 -1 vIR 0 1 035 5624 061174 122538 0 5312 121- 3130 1 INV e 144136 7528 06117a 122543 0 10 Ic 10 I VIBR LVAL 2 037 7529 0o1174 122543 0 7260 121 72b -1 VIBR U 2 038 7789 061174 12300 0 -726 lj 7o -1 ,,iF m 0 139 7815 061174 123040 0 15 1 15 4 CASE *V, 143 781 061174 123'41 0 726 121 726 -1 1,, 0il 7851 061174 123042 0 15 I 15 '4 CASE *~ 042 7852 061174 13042 0 0 0 00 LDIR 1 243 785206117a ,23209 1 5 3.2 121 313t . INV 3 144144 -9756 061174 123250 0 72b . 21 72 1 SSUL u 1
45 -9782 061174 123312 0 22400 121 2 I K' 3PAR 3 541
46 -10582 061174 123325 0 '4 4 4 -1 5TA EVAL 1 047 "10583 0o174 123325 0 290J 121 72e6 1 STAB u 1 048 1)687 061174 123712 0 22400 121 2240 1 KXKG SpAR 3b 54149 11487 061174 123848 0 53.12 121 3j3b 1 INV KXG 3 144 150 i3391 o06174 1l3400 0o 726 12j 72o SSOL -U 251 "13417 061174 123918 0 22?00 121 2240 1. KG SPAR b 54152 14217 061174 124009 0 533Z12 121 3136 1 INV KXKG 1 1441
6.7
53 '14141. 961174 12.!1 0 '4 4 4 -I STA LVAL 1 0
54 "16122 061174 124021 0 2904 121 72E -1 STA U 1 0
55 16226 061174 124308 0 726 121 726 1 SSOL 0 1 2
56 -16252 061174 124323 0 22400 121 2240 1 rG S~AR b36 5b41
57 *17052 061174 124327 4 4 4 "1 STAB EVAL 1 0
5 -17053 061174 124327 0 2904 121 72o -1 STAB U 1 o
_ _Z 117 4 t245270 2 2 0 121 L24) J KG SPAR 36 5141
00 17957 0 61 1T4 124602 0 533t2 121 313b 1 4I Y 3 i'i
61 19870 061174 124612 0 726 121 720 1 SSOL u I
62 19896 061174 124639 0 22400 121 22t40 1 KG SPAR 36b 541
63 20696 061174 124717 0 53312 121 3136 1 INV YKG I 1441
04 22600 061174 124731 4 4 4 -1 STAB EVAL 1 0






SEQ 1 VIBRATIONAL MODE. FREQ CHZ) = .402415X10 + 0 2
CYLINDRICAL SHELL PROBLEM 9
SCALE
6 .10
















7. BUCKLING OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL DUE TO TORSIONAL LOADING
A simply supported cylindrical shell is subjected to shear load at the ends.
The shell is divided into ten elements along the axial direction and twelve
elements along the circumferential direction. The geometrical and material




tE = .3 x 10 lbs/in
v=.3




Results are compared with Ref. 5, p 448, Figure 21.
Nze (Critical)
SPAR .3437 x 10
Ref. 5 .3423 x 105
7.1
OXOT TAB GENFRATF BASIC TABLFS OF INING STRUCTURE
START 1325
-- TITLE!t!BUCKI.IN(; OF -A..CYLJNDR1CAL-SHELL DUL__TO-T n R SI O tlAL LOAD ..........
MATLRIAL LIIISTANTSS




-JOINT-LOCATIONS$ . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
FORMAT=?$
I 1, o0 0. . 330. . 1 1 1its
1 t 0 . 1 , 1 -30. 11.5
SHELL SECTION PROPERTIES$
I els
.CONSTRAINT- CASE -..1------. -. -...
SCONiSTPATH le2 AND 3 ODIRECTION HOrTION AT
s ONEEND OF THF CYLINDER.
ZERO J 2 3sii 132 is
CONSTRAINT CASE 2S
OTE SIMPLY sUPPORTED AT 0TH ENDS OF CYLINDFR
_$ ........-- - - . .AND_SUPPOp RT._At...THO.PUINTS AT..MIDDLE _OF
S THE CY.LTNDER TO AVOID RIGID BODY MOTION.,
ZERO 1 25 1 12 1it 121 132 iS
ZERO 3 .8 61 67 6S
VXQT LL.D * READ F.FLMENT DEFINITInNS
E43 $
..... 1.131 2_2_12--tos1 ......--...-.-...-- .....................
eXOT TOPO , ANALYZE ELEMENT INTERCONNLECTIVITY
s
OXOT E ., FORM FLEIIENT DATA PACKETS
S
XQI EKS , INSERT KW S INTO FLEMENT DATA PACKETS
AXQT K * FORM ,SYSTEM K
S
0XQT INV * FACTOR MATRIX IN K SPAR FORMAT
@XQ 0 , DEFINF APPLIE0 LOADS
.. ............ APPLY..uLIFOIfRP $IFAR FORCES AT FREE END TO_
$ OBTAIN l UNTFORM SHFAR STPLSS.,
CASF IS
NODAL FO'CESv MOMENTSS .......
I 2 0,523 12 s1$
*OXOT DoOL. COMPUTE STATIC SOLUTIONS




*XQT EIG , SOLVE ySTIE.M EIGENPROPLEF
F I N... ........ BUC LING .V ALU.Or ..THE. SHEAR.. STRESS ....
RESET PRUBCSTAB# INIT=BCON=2,NDYN=10 cUPPFP=1$
OXOT OCU , EXECUTE DATA COMPLEX UTILITY PROGRAM
TOC IS ..
7.2 REPRODC g
" 2 ORIGINE p P Is ,O
TABLE OF CON7ENThQ DAL I
OUCKLING OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL D0E TO TORSIONAL LOAn,
R ROw BLK T DATA SET NAMESEG RR DATE TIME R WORDS /BLK SIZE Y N1 N2 N3 f
-j .961174 _073619 
_ 18 0 JDF1ATAb 
_17 061174 073619 332 2 132 0 JREF dTA3 17 061174 073619 0 12 1 12 1 ALTR bTA$ 24 18 061174 073619 0 19 1 19 4 NDAL 0
19 061174 073619 0 10 1 10 1 tATC tTA 26 20 061174 073620 0 132 132 132 0 JREF STA 27- 2$ 061174. 0736?' 0 396 2 396 1 0 LO...C BTA 2
8 40 061174 073622 0 19 I 19 1 5 A BTAb 2 .
9 41 061174 073622 4 132 132 132 0 CON 1
10 46 061174 073621 g 132 132 132 0 CON 2
11 5 061174 073523 0 1188 13, 1188 1 (JJT dTAU 2 112 94 061174 073631 0 1920 120 896b 0 DEF L43 11
13 Q 06174 073631 a 2 L 2 0 E3 11
24 191 061174 073831 0 15 1 15 0 GTIT E43 11 "I'5 192 061174 073631 0 12 12 12 0 N.ELZ 6TAB 1 1
16 J93 064174 073631 & 5 1 5 0 KE 0
17 194 061174 073631 0 6 1 6 0 NS 018 19S 061174 073631 9 1 1 1 3 ELTS NAME 019 196 061174 073831 1 1 1 ._Ej Lj. LTYP 020 197 061174 073831 1 1 1 0 ELTS NNOD 0
21 207 061174 073631 0 1 1 0 ELTS 1SCT 022 208 061174 073631 0 1 1 1 0 ELTS NELS 023 209 061174 073631 0 1 1 1 0 ELTS LE3 024 210 061174 073640 0 4032 132 1344 0 KMAP 624 325 354 061174 073641 0. 17472 132 1344 0 AMAP *A# 1803 1
26 978 061174 073727 0 3.6 . 120 308 4 E4 3 "i
27 2298 061174 073648 a 20 20 20 0 DIR L43 1128 2299 061174 073738 0 246b4 0 132 2240 1 K SPAR 36 b29 3179 061174 073827 0 75264 132 3136 1 INV K I 18530 .5867 061174 074049 0 792 132 792 -1 NFH 0
32 5896 061174 074049 1 
_ 5 1 15 4 -A$E *e 032 58 061174 074049 0 . 0 0 O-LDIR
33 5897 061174 074145 0 792 132 792 1 SSOL u 134 5926 061174 074249 0 24b40 139 2240 1 KG SPAR 36 b,35 6806 061174 074343 0 75264 $32 3136 1 INV K 2 1b0,36 9494 061174 074348 0 8 8 8 *1 STAB EvAL, i





AR BUCKLING OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL 0 2
SCALE
SEQD 1 BUCKLING MODE. CRITICAL LOAD = .343730X10+ 0 5




The 6 by 10 mesh shown on Figure 8-1 was used to solve the problems dis-








2 Mass 2 4
Section a derees t in. E b/in Density lb-sec /in
8.1 600 5. 107 
.3 .18.2 300 5. 107 .3 .1
8.3 350 3. 10 1/68.4 10°  
.396 10 1/3
Fig. 8-1 Spherical Shell
8.1
8.1 Vibrational Characteristics of a 600 Sector. With edge AB simply sup-
ported, vibrational modes are computed. Results are compared with Reference 6,
p 1363, Table 2.
2 2
w0 1  W0 2
SPAR .9209 x O4  .1736 x lo05
Ref. 6 .9197 x 104 .1764 x lo5
8.2 Vibrational Characteristics of a 300 Sector. With edge AB fixed,




SPAR .4743 x 105
Ref. 6 .4623 x 105
8.3 Stresses due to Pressure Loading. With edge AB fixed, unit internal
pressure was applied. Results are compared with Reference 4, pp 553-554,
Figure 273-274.
Hoop Stress Meridional
at Apex Moment at AB
SPAR 48.0 35.8
Ref. 4 47.5 36.6
8.4 Buckling of 10 Sector due to Pressure. To obtain a state of uniform
compression, unit pressure, P, was applied with displacements" norma 1 to
conical surface ABC constrained along AB. Edge AB was then fixed, and
P (critical) computed. Results are compared with Reference 8, p 450,
Figure 6.
P (Critical)
SPAR .236 x lo3
Ref. 7 .234 x l03
8.2
oXOT TAO * GENERATF BASIC lABLFS DEFINING STRUCTijURE
START 715
-TITLE' ._5PHfERICAL_.SHELL PROBELMS . .... ......
TEXTS
I THE FOLLOWIN(G PROIL FMS TN SPHERICAL SHEt.LL ARE SOLVLD TN THIS RUN:
S 1 VIORATION OF SIMPLY SUJPPORTED 60 DEGRFE SPHE.R]CAL DOME
I 2 VIBRATION OF FIYFr FOGED 30 DFrRFF SPHERICAL DOME
I 3 STRFSSES IN FTXFr)D FGEO 35 DEGPFE SPHFRICAL. DOME UNDER .NIFopri PREsSURE
S 4 ..BUCKLING...FIxEDEDGED DEGEESPHFRCAL CAP UNDER. UNIFORM PRESSULJRE
MATERIAL CONSTANTS
..... - i 18 .3 . i ,twa$
2 91+8 #1667 ,I ,1-45
3 ,1+8 .3333 ,1 9ia4
---JOthT-LOCAI-ONS 
-------
JOINT LOCATIONS, 60 DFGREE DOME
FORMAT=2$
. 1 0.0 0,0 0.0
2 10.,453 0.0 0.5d78 10.1453 90.0 0.57 8  7 1
9 20,791 0.0 2.185 ?0,791 90,0 2.152 7 1
-. 3---- 0-9-.2 -04 .. 8944 30.902 9 0 4 . ,a Q4.4 --23 40.674 0.0 P.64%5 40.674 90.0 8.6a55 7 1
30 50,0 0.0 13.3975 50.0 90.0 13.3q975 7 1
- .--- 37 58,779.. 0,0 19,0983 58,779 90.0 I9,nq83 -7 1
44 66,913 0,0 2i,6859 66,913 qo,O 25.6p55 7 1
51 74,315 090 13,0A69 74.315 90,0 33.os69 7 1
- x58 B0.9020.. 41.2215.B0.902 .90.&..41.?l5 1 .1...65 P6,603 0,0 50,0 86.603 90,0 50.0 7 1









$ SIMPLY SUPPORTED AT E.nGES, SYMMFIRY AT
-S 
..
.. . ... . . HE A= _.AND_.9_ DEG A 
_EE. PLAN _
SYMMETRY PLANE=2s' F $
ZERO 1.2,394963 659715 
-
CONSTRAINT CASE 2
$ CONSTRATNED AT FDGES, SYMMETRY AT THETA0=O
- . .....
_...._. -. A-N i.90.DEG EE EL. A .EAN S .SYMMETRY PLANE=S1
SYMMETRY PLANF=2$s
ZERO 1,2#3#4,5,6: 65o715@XQT ELD , RAD LFMENT DEFINITIONS
E43 S





. . , ANALYZ7. ELEMENT INTERCONNE CTIVITY
VXQT E * FORM ELEMENT DATA PACKETS
XT EKS 
.. * INSERT K. S INTO ELEMENT DATA PACKETS$
$'XGT M 
..... .. , FORM SYSTEM H
8.3,
OXOT K * FORM SysTEM K
& - - - ..... ..
OXT INV * FACTOR MATRIX IN K SPAR FORMATOXQT EIG * SOLVE SYSTEM F.IGENPPO L.EM
s$ FIND FRFQUENCIFS AND CORRESPONDING t4r)E$ SHAPES FOR FRFE VIBRATION OF THF SIMPLY5 SUPPORTED 60 DEGREE SPHFRICAL DOME. RESEIMN1=8$ ..
PRINT 0 0 0 0 18
@XOT TAB
JOINT LOCATIONS
$5 JOINT LOCATIONSQ 30 DFGREE DOME
FORMAT=2S
-- . ... .0 . 0...0,0 .
..----2 5,2336 0,0 0.2371 5.253, 90,o 0,1371 7 1$9 10.M529 0.0 0,547P 10,4b529 90,0 0e547P 7 1516 15,6439 0,0 1,2312 19,6435 90e0 131) -7 123 20,7912 0,0 2,1852 2n,7912 90,0 2elPS? 7 1530 25.8819 0.0 3,0074 25.A819 90,0 3.4074 7 i1
-- 
-
3 7- 3 0e90.17-0.0 
. , 9 JI .30,OO17_ 90 0 ...- .37*-.-C) .1 . ...... 
.... .
144 35,8368 0,0 6.64?0 35 ,8368 90.0 6.6 20 7 1$51 40,6737 0.0 8,6455 140.6737 90,0 8.6 ,9 7 IS
.58 45,3991 0.0 10,99q4 45.391 90,0 10.899 .7 15 
.65 5000 0,0 13,3975 50,0 90.0 13.3975 7 15AXOT E@XQT E
-- XQT.EKS S.*XOT H
0XQt K




-- FIND.- VISRATIONAL MOOES OF THE FIXED.
REST lNIT=CON2S EDGED 30 DEOFGREE SPHFERTtAL DOMESE I IT=8 =2 $
.PRINT-0-. 0 0 0 15 . .
*XQT TAB
JOINT LOCATIONS
--- A2----.-.--------JOINT-LnCATIONS, 35_DEGREE._DOME.. 
.FORHAT=2$
1 0.0 0.0 0.05
2 5,9-0,0 . 0,1679 .5,4944 90.0 0,1679 7 1I,
9 10,9682 0.0 0.67n9 10,9682 90.0 0,6709 7 1516 16,012 0.0 1,5071 16,4012 90.0 1l5071 7 15
- ---
2
_ 21Z730 .. O.. ,673 4 21..7730 90.0.. 2.673a 7 1530 27.0635 0.0 4.1655 27.0635 90.0 4.1655 7 1537 32,2531 0.0 5,97 7 8 32.2531 90.0 5.977A 7 1%






2 9 10 3 1 9 65
.. ..E3 3 _ ....
NSEC=2s
NMAT:25








OXOT DEFINF APPLIED LOADS
CASF 1I UNIFORM PR SSURE LOAD
- NODAL PRESSURE
1 1.0 71 Is
OXOT DSOL , COMPUTE STATIC SOLUTIONS
- .. .......... EIND .DI~SPLACEMENT .F. THE 35 .DEGPEE..DOMEL.
$ UNDER tlNIFORM PRESSURF
RESET JP=1 oCUN=2S
-@XQT. GSF .. GENERATE STRESS DATA
$ FIND STPESSFS OF THE DOMEXQT PSF 





... . ... JOINT LOCATIONSo 10 DEGREE DnME
FORMAT=2$
1 0.0 0.0 0,05
2 .L,.1 2- 4. -0 I0. i s a. .7 S 
..-..-. -0..
9 3.g4go 0.0 0.06n69 3,49no 90.0 0.060q 7 1
16 5.2336 0.0 0.1371 5.2336 90.0 0*1371 7 15
..--23 6,9757 0.0 0.2436b 6 .9 7 57. 9 0.0- 0.24 3 7 15 ----
30 8.7156 0.0 01,38n5 8.7156 90.0 0*3A05 7 1I
37 1094529 0.0 0.5478 10.45?9 90.0 0.5u7p 7 1is
S...A a.1.69 .. .o 0., 7 4. 5 .12.1 8 6 -90.0 ..-.oC . -1 - -.....
'51 13,9173 0.0 0.9732 13q.9173 90.0 0.0737 7 1i
S8 15.6434 0.0 i.R311 15.643 4 90.0 1.2311 7 1I
6.5 17.3648 0.0 1.5192 17.o3648 .90.0 151.9P ..7 15
ALTERNATE REFERENCE FRAME
$ DEFINE JOTNT REFERENCF FRAMES PARALLEL TC
... ------ HERICAL.CO. D.I . LI.LS A T ED E ...2 3 0.0 2 -10.0$
3 3 15,0 2 P10.05
.. 4.. 3-30,0 .. 2 o10,05 ..... .....
5 3 45,0 2 010.0$
6 3 60,0 2 -10.0$71 -5.40 --2.-..HO10 .$. . _ __ 
_ _ -
8 3 90.0 2 10.0$
JOINT REFERENCE FRAME ASSIGNMENTS






........-... NREF=71 70s .. .....
NREF=88 715
CONSTRAINT CASE 3
---- - F DGES--A.RE. SIMPLY...SUPPORTED. BUT FREE .10...
MOVE IN MERIDIONAL DIRECTION, SYMMETRY AT$ PTHETAvo AND[) 90 DEGREE PLANES






















. ._RSET __CON 3& _- __------
9XQT 0
CASE 11 UNIFORM PRUSSURE LOAD
-- NODAL PRESSURF
1 190 71 15
oxQT DSOL
-RESET -CON=3$ ..........................
X07 KG FORM SysTEM KG
.. XOYT XNV ...
RESET CON=4S
IXQT EIG
_ ........ -.. . FIND RsirKLING; VALUE OF..TtiME._PRFSSURE FOR .
$ ,THE 10 nrEGREE FIXED EDGED SPHERTCAL CAP
RESET PPOB=STABPCON=4*INIT=4,NDYN=0tUPPEP=i$




TABLE OF CONTENTS, DAL 1
SPHERICAL SHELL PRORELMS
E ROWS HLK T DATA SET NAMERR DATE TIME P WORDS /BLK SIZE V NI N2 N3 N4it... 01 51574 1712 8 1 18 Oa jFl 6TAS 1 8
3 -15 051574 171123 0 12 .1 12 1 ALTR STAB 2 4
4 16 051574 171123 0 19 19 4 NDAL 0 05 17 oS01574 171124 0 80 4 80 3 TEXT BTAB 2 16 20 051574 171124 0 30 3 30 1 MATC BTAB 2 27 
-22 051574 1711249 3 7 213 1 JLOC (7TA8 2 5
. .. 30O~0 £ 171124 71 71 J~8R AWFTB 2 69 33 051574 171125 0 57 3 57 1 SA SBTAB 2 1310 36 051574 171126 0 71_ 71i  71 0 CON 1 011 39 051574 171126 0 71 71 71 0 CON 012 
-42 051574 171127 0 639 71 639 1 0JJT BTAB 2 1913 -65 051574 171204 0 864 54 89b 0 DEF E143 11 494 . 7 05157 I-j2i4 ? 2 1 2 o ..0 E43 1 .
15 -98 051574 171204 15 1 15 0 GTIT E43 it16 -99 051574 171204 96 6 896 0 DEF E33 8 317 
-131 051574 1712014 0 2 1 2 0 GO E33 8 318 132 051574 171204 9 15 1 J5 0 GTIT E33 8 3i9 -133 051574 171204 0 12 12 12 0 NELZ BTAB 1 112 0 34 0-157'Th2l4 oI- 10 o E 0 o21 -144 051574 171205 0 12 2 12 0 NS 0 022 
-145 051574 171205 2 2 2 3 ELTS NAME 0 023 
-146 05157 171205 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS LTYp 0 024 -1p*7 051574 171206 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS NNOD 3 025 
-148 051t74 171206 2 2 2 2 0 ELTS ISCT 0 06 .149 7054  1 716 1 2 2 0 E-L8-NELS 0 027 -150 051574 171207 p 2 2 2 0 ELTS LE3 0 028 151 051574 171225 0 2688 71 1344 0 KNAP 309 2129 247 051574 171227 0 4032 71 134 0 AMAp *e90 594 4530 -391 051574 171307 0 1344 6 224 4 E33 331 
-*39 051574 171251 0 20 20 20 0 DIR E33 8 332 
-n440 057S4 'f3Pi 16632 -5 366 4 143 -I 433 
-j034 051574 171252 Q 20 20 20 0 DIR E43 11 434 -10 3 5 051574 171325 . 13440 71 2240 1 M SPAR 36 30935 -515s 05574 171335 13440 i71 2240 1 K SPAR 36 30936 1995 051574 171358 9 21952 71 3136 1 INV K 1 5937 ?779 051574 17140* 0 8 8 8 -1 VIOR EVAL 1 0
...... 38 ...78 0-5i 7 -1 -4 .. .. . 751 6 1- f 0 
- 0
39 -?908 oSI051574 171700 9 213 71 213 1 JLOC STAB 2 540 -7916 051574 171700 0 639 71 639 1 OJJT BTAB 2 194i -?948 051574 171722 0 1344 6 224 '4 E33 8 342 -2996 05157a 171705 9 20 20 20 0 DIR E33 8 343 -?997 051574 171727 0 16632 54 308 4 '43 It 44V- 3591 05157--71 7 .76 .. 0 2 . 2.... 0 D -IR .t43 fi .45 3592 051574 171746 0 13O440 71 2240 1 M 5PAR 36 30946 -4072 051574 171753 0 13440 71 2240 1 K SPAR 36 30947 -*4552 051574 171858 21952 7j 3136 1 INV K 2 59448 5336 05157a 171 9 02 p 8 8 8 -1 VIBR EVAL 2 049 5337 051574 171903 0 3408 71 426 -1 VIBR U 2 050 --5465 0-5i574-- t7210 7 -2 3 ----i 71 j3 -Ti JLO-C8TAB 2 551 "5473 051574 172109 Q 639 71 639 1 QJJT BTAB 2 1952 "5496 051574 172127 0 864 54 896 0 DEF E43. It 4
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE' 8.7
O.RIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
53 -5528 0515o 4 172128 0 2 1 2 0 GD E3 11 4
5 IF 552'9 O -i574 Y2128 -5 1 . 0 GT TE43 It 4
55 *5530 051574 172129 0 96 6 896 0 DEF E33 8 3
56 -5562 051574 172130 9 2 1 2 0 GO E33 8 3
57 -5563 051574 172130 0 15 1 15 0 GTIT E33 8 3
58 "5564 05157a 172130 0 12 12 12 0 NELZ BTAB 1 Ii
59 "556% 051574 172131 10 2 10 0 KE 0 0
..6 "5566--65157 -31 2 12 0 S. 0
61 -5576 051574 172132 0 2 2 2 3 ELTS NAME 0 0
62 P5577 051374 17RI33 2 2 2 0 ELTS LTYP 0 0
6 -5578 05l574 172133 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS NNoo 0
64 -5579 051574 172133 0 2 2 2 0 ELys XsCT 0 0
65 -5580 051574 172134 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS NELS 0 0
. -- 5B--0 5TVM-IT 1-0 3-- -. T3 .. T E
67 -5582 051574 172158 1344 6 224 4 E33 8 3
68 "S63Q 05I574 172148 20 20 20 0 DIR E33 8 3
69 w5631 05os7a 172204 Q 16632 54 308 4 E 4 3 4
70 "6225 oS01S74 172151 0 20 20 ?0 0 DIR E43 11t 4
71 -6226 051574 172 2 12 426 71 426 *1 NFH 0 2
73 -6243 051574 172212 9 0 0 0 0 LDIR 1 1
74 "6243 051574 172220 0 13440 71 2240 1 K SPAR 36 309
75 6723 051i574 172231 0 21952 71 3136 1 NV --K 2 594
76 w7507 051574 172248 Q 426 71 42?b 1 SSOL U 0
77 -7523 051574 172309 0 186 6 5600 -1 STPS E33 0
S78-----7723-0-I7FIT230- . 24 5 00 -i TRS 4 0 f
79 7923 051574 172325 0 213 71 213 1 JLOC BTAB 2 5
00 7931 051974 172326 0 96 8 96 1 ALTR 8TAB 2 4
8 7944 051574 172328 0 71 71 71 0 jREF STAB 2 6
A2 7947 05I57a 172330 0 71 71 71 0 CON 3 0
A3 7950 051574 172331 0 71 71 71 0 CON 4 0
A4 .7953 0515 74 1n 333 Q 639 71 639 1 OJJT STAB 2 19
85 7976 051574 172340 9 664 54 896b 0 DEF E4 3  11 a
86 8008 051574 172340 9 2 1 2 0 GD E43 11 4
R? 8009 051574 172341 6 15 i 15 0 GTIT E43 11 4
8 8010 051574 172342 0 96 6 896 0 DEF E33 8 3
09 8042 051574 172342 2 1 2 0 GD E33 b 3
9 0 043-05157 -I?2-i3- 0 F5S 1 -5 0 GTIT-t33 3
S 8044 05174 172344 9 12 12 12 0 NELZ BTAB 1 11
92 8045 051574 172345 0 10 2 10 0 KE 0 0
93 8046 051574 1723a5 0 12 2 12 0 NS 0 0
94 8047 051574 172346 2 2 2 3 ELTS NAME , 0 0
95 8048 051574 172347 2 2 2 0 ELTS LTYP 0 0
9 67 84 9-- 051574 1-318 2 . 2 0 EL T -r OD 0
97 8050 051574 1723a8 Q 2 2 2 0 ELTS ISCT 0 0
98 8051 051574 172349 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS NELS 0 0
99 8052 051574 172350 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS LE3 0 0
t00 8053 051574 172403 0 1344 6 224 a E33 8 3
01 8110 051574 172357 20 20 ?0 0 DP E33 8 3
0 8111i051574 172409 0 T6632 54 308 4 E43 11
t~3 8705 051574 172a00 0 20 20 20 0 DIR L43 t11 4
14 8706 051574 172033 0 13440 71 2240 1 K SPAR 36 309
1tj5 9186 051574 172449 0 21952 71 3136 1 INV K 3 594
16 9970 051714 172510 0 426 71 426 -1 NFM 0 1
t'7 9986 051574 172510 15 1 15 4 CASE 0000 a 1
18 q987 051574-1725i1 0 0 0 0 0 LDI t i
t69 9987 051574 172529 0 426 71 426 1 SSOL U 0 1
tO10 10003 051574 172550 0 186 6 5600 -1 STRS L33 0 1
8.8
11i 1o203 051574 172551 0 2646 54 5bSo -1 STRS E43 0 1
ii02 1 403517 I 17.-i6i 134-40 Ti 22140 1 KG -SPAR 3s 309
1 3 9883 051574 172628 Q 21952 71 3136 1 INV K 4 594s




SHE FR I C. AL SHE.. 0 19
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SEQ 2 VIBRATIONAL MODE. "FREQ (HZ) = .346612XI 0 + 0 2
30-DEGREE














The 10 element mesh shown on Figure 9-1 was used to solve the problems dis-
cussed in Section 9.1 through 9.8.
z
B
E = 107 b/in
2
G = .5 x 107 lb/ n2
0.in C (z= 5) Mass density = .1 lb-sec inlO.in *C (z= 5)
a = .i x 10 in/degree
Ix= .36 x 10 2 in
x
I = .4 x 10- in 4
A Y.-2 14
_ y Iz= .4 x 10o in





9.1 Vibration of a Cantilever. With point A fixed and the beam constrained
to move in the yz plane, vibrational modes were computed. Results are com-
pared with Reference 1, p 339.
SPAR Ref. 2
2 .41213 x 103  .41199 x 103w1
w2 .16185 x 10 5  .16182 x 105
2
w3  .12695 x 106  .12690 x 106
3
w2 .48817 x 106  .48732 x 106
w2 .13382 x 107 .13314 x lo7
9.2 Column Buckling. With point A fixed, the lowest critical value of
compressive load at B was computed.
SPAR .98695 x 1022
El y 
.98695 x 102
9.3 Beam-Column Effects. A compressive pre-load of 1000 lbs was applied.
With simple support at A and B, lateral displacement under a 10 lb lateral
load at C was computed.
Lateral
Deflection at C
SPAR .80231 x 10-2
Ref. 8 .80233 x 10-2
9.4 Effects of Pre-Tension on Vibration. A tensile pre-load of 1000 lbs was
applied. With simple support at A and B, vibrational modes were computed.




w .11472 x 10 .11472 x iO1
W2 .84861 x 106  .84850 x 106
2 2 6 6
2 .33731 x 106 .33703 x 106(3
w2 .96559 x 106 .96282 x 106
2 7 75 .22511 x l0 .22350 x 10
9.5 Buckling of a Cantilever due to Lateral Load. With A fixed, the critical
value of an x-direction point force at B was computed. Results are compared
with Reference 3, pp 259-260.
Critical Force
SPAR .22760 x 103
Ref. 3 .22674 x 103
9.6 Buckling due to Pure Bending. Critical values of equilibrating point
moments(about the y axis) applied at A and B are computed. Results are
compared to Reference 2, pp 253-257.
Critical Moment
SPAR .17845 x 10
Ref. 3 .17750 x 104
9.7 Buckling due to Thermal oad. With A and B simply supported, the criti-
cal temperature was computed.
T (Critical)
SPAR .32899 x 102
2
EIT2  2l 32899 x 10
L Aly
9.3
9.8 Effects of Thermal Pre-Stress on Vibration. A 100 temperature load was
applied to the beam, with A and B simply supported. Vibrational modes were
computed. Results are compared with Reference 2, pp 374-375
SPAR Ref. 2
2 .
W .22600 x 10 .22600 x 10
4
1
W2  .48015 x 105  .48004 x o1052
W3  .25440 x o106 .25412 x lo
6
03
2 6 62 .81819 x 10 .81543 x 10
W2 .20208 x 107  .20047 x 106
9.4
*XQT TAB ......... .. GENERATE BASIC TABLES DEFINING STRUCTJURI
START it$
TITLE I BEAM PROBLEMS
TEXTS..........................
THE FOLLOWING BEAM PROBLEMS ARE SOLVED IN THIS RUNI
1 VIBRATION OF A CANTILEVERED BEAM
2 BUCKL..ING OF A COLUMN
3 LATERAL DEFLECTION UF A COMPRESSED BEAM
4 .VIBRATION OF A PRES!RESSED BEAM
....... -5 LATERAl. BUCKLING UF WA CANTILEVERED1EAM
6 LATERAL BUCKLING OF A BEAM IN PURE BENDING
7 BUCKLING OF A BEAM DUE TO TEMPERATURE
8 VIBRATION OF A HEATED BEAM . ........
MATERIAL CONSTANTS
I * 1+ 8 10 _ ... 4
JOINT LOCATIONS
1 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10.0 11 1
BEAM ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS
1 1 2 1 0..s
E21I SECTION PROPERTIESS
GIVN 1 .0004 .. 0 003 12-00
CONSTRAINT CASE 15
S THE BEAM IS CONSTRAINED AT ONE END
FIXED PLANE = 35...................
CONSTRAINT CASE 2
S SIMPLY SUPPORTED AT 13OTH ENDS
ZERO 1,2,396 1,ilO
OXQT ELD , READ ELEMENT DEFINITIONS
E21 s
1. 2 1 1$ ... ....-.
OXQT TOPO * ANALYZE ELEMENT INTERCONNECTIVITY$
X T E ..... . FOR-ELEMt ENT-DATA--PACKETS
S
VXQT EKS , INSERT Ke S INTO ELEMENT DATA PACKETS
@XQT M , FORM SYSTEM M
S EXCLUDE ROTATORY INERTIA EFFECTS
RESET IBEAM I ..... . ..-
OXQT K * FORM SYSTEM K
S
*XQT INV -.. .... FACTOR-MATRIX IN K-SPAR FORMAT.....
*XQT EIG , SOLVE SYSTEM EIGENPROBLEM
s ,FIND VIBRATIONAL MODES-OF-THE'-CANTILEVEF
S BEAM,
RESET INIT:t0,REPR=IS
OXQT , DEFINE APPLIED LOADS
CASE .1I AXIAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE APPLY AT FREE END,
NODAL FORCES, MOMENTS
11 3 -1 05.............$. . . . .
CASE 2 SHEAR FORCE IN 1-DIRECTION APPLy AT FREE END.
NODAL. FORCESt MOMENTS
11 1 1.05
CASE 31 IJENDING MOMENT IN 2-DIRECTION APPLY AT BOTH ENDS.
NODAL. FORCES, MOMENTS
I 5 i 1.01 I 5 -1 . . ..
CASE 41 CONCENTRATED FORCE AT MID-SPAN
NODAL FORCESp MOMENTS
6 1 10.053
IEP DUCI OL O0
ORIGE "AG THE
9.5 PG ISpo0 k
CASE 51 TFMPFRATjURF tnAD Al ALL JOINTS,
NODAL EFHPERATUrE[.s
I 1 0 11 i
XQT s050ot. SOLVE InAD CASE I
RHFST Ll=,1,L2=I$
OXOT KG , FORM SysTEM KGq AXIAL COMPRLSSIjoN
$
4X01.LEIJG --
$ FIND RICKLING LOAD FOR CANTILEVFRFD)
$ COLUMN
RESET INIT=10vPRonF=STAR$
QXQT LCM , FORM LINEAR COMRINATION OF MATkICES
$ FORM STTFFNFSS HATRIX FOR AXIALY PRF-
.. RSE- ...- -... ..CODMPRF .ED BEAM, COMPRESSIVE FORLE=1O00,
RESET R=KXKGv =K, 02=KGtC2=1000,05'
OXOT INV
RESET K=KXKGCON=2$
OXQT DSOL , SOLVE LOAD CASE 4
$ FIND DEFLECTION OF THE PR*STRESSI:O REAM
S - -" ...-------- . . - -UNDER-_LOAD CASE-, .-
RESET KKXKGCON=2?,j1=4tL2:=4$
XQTO LCM
$ . FORM STTFFNFSS MATRIX FOR AXIALY PRE-
$ STRESSFE REAM, TENSILE FORCE=1000,
RESET R KYKG,0I=K,Q2=KGtC2=- 000,05
... XQT -NV ..-- .... ..
RESET KKYKGqCON=2$
QXQT EIG
$ . . FIND FRFQUENCY FOR FREE VIBRATIn, OF .Ti-F
s PRE-STRESSED HFAM.
RESET K=KYKGtCON=2, INIT= 105
.-OXQT__DSOL- -........ . --SOLVE- LOAD. CASE- 2 ... . - .....
RESET L.1=2,L2=25
OXQT KG * FORM SySEM KG, LOAD CASE 2
RESET QSEQ=2 ..
@XQT EIG
$ FIND LATERAL. BUCKLING VALUE OF LOAD CASE






.X.L.K.G ........ ._-OR SSTE .. Ge_PURE BENDING .
RESET QSEQ=3$
OXQT EIG
$ ...- FIND RBUCKLING LOAD OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED
$ BEAM IN PURE BENDING,
RESET INIT=69PROB=STABCON=25
- X . D SOL- . ... ... .... ..... .. ..... ....-...-... ..... .. .. . ...
RESET L1=5,L2=5,CON=25
OXQT KG , FORM SysTEM KG, TEMPERATURE LOAD
. .. RESET. -QSE=5$ ................. .....
0XQT EIG
$ FIND BSUCKLING TEMPERATURE LOAD F.OR A
. ... . ........... PLY SUPPOR TD _BEA t, . ..
RESET CON=2qINIT=6#PROB=STA8,
@XQT LCM





$ FIND FRF LANJCTES FOR FREE VIBRATION OF
.. .. ... _T!E HEATED I~BLA . ..
RESET K=K5K(vCON=? TT=10O$
PRINT 0 0 0 0 1S
OXGT OCU .. .. EXECUTE DAIA COMPLEX UTILITY PROGRAM
10C 15
9.7
TABLE OF CONTENTS, DAL I
BEAM PROBLEMS
E ROWS BL.K T DATA SET NAME.SEQ RR DATF TIME R WORDS /BLK SIZ. V NI N2 N3 N4
1 11 061274 160q 19 0 18 1 18 0 jDF BTAB 1 8
2 .. 061274 160919 0 11 11 I t1 0 JREF BTAB 2 6
3 13 061274 160919 0 12 1 12 1 ALTR BTAB 2 4
4 14 061274 160919 0 19 1 19 4 NDAL 0 05 15 061274 160919 0 200 10 200 3 TEXT BTAB 2 1
6 23 061274 1609?0 0 10 1 10 1 MAY BTAB 2 2
7 24 061274 160921 0 33 11 33 1 JLOC BTAB 2 5
8 26 06127 4 160921 0 5 -1 ' i MREF BTAB 2 7
9 27 06127a 160921 0 31 1 31 1 BA RTAB 2 9
10 29 061274 160922 0 11 11 11 0 CON 1 011 30 061274 160922 0 11 11 11 0 CON 2 0
12 31 061274 160922 0 99 11 99 1 OJJT RTAB 2 1913 i5 061274 160930 0 160 10 896 0 DEF E21 1 294 67 061274 160930 0 2 1 -2 0 GO E21 1 2
a5 68 061274 160930 0 15 1 15 0 GTIT E21 1 216 69 061274 160930 0 12 12 12 0 NELZ BTAS 1 11
0 70 061274 160930 0 5 1 5 0 KE 0 0as 71 061274 160930 0 6 1 6 0 NS 0 019 72 061274 160930 0 1 1 1 3 ELTS NAME 0 020 73 061274 160930 0 1 1 1 0 ELTS LTYP 0 021 83 061274 160930 0 1 1 1 0 ELTS NNOD 0 022 84 061274 160930 0 1 1 1 0 ELTS ISCT 0 023 85 061274 160930 0 1 I 1 0 ELTS NELS 0 024 86 061274 160931 0 1 1 1 0 FLTS L3 0 025 87 061774 160937 0 1344 11 1344 0 KMAP 21 326 135 061274 16093Q - 0 1344 11 1344 0 AMAP *00 21 327 183 061274 160949 0 1400 10 140 4 E21 1 228 233 061274 160946 0 20 20 20 0 DIR E21 1 229 234 061274 160953 0 2240 11 2240 1 M SPAR 36 21
30 314 061274 160956 0 2240 11 2240 1 K SPAR 36 2131 394 061274 161010 n 3136 11 3136 1 INV K 1 2132 506 061274 161024 0 10 10 10 .1 VIBR EVAL 1 033 507 061274 161024 0 660 11 66 -1 VIBR U 1 0
34 537 061274 161101 0 66 11 66 .1 NFM 0 135 540 061?74 161101 0 15 1 15 4 CASE 0000 0 136 541 061274 161101 0 66 11 66 -1 NFM ,0 237 544 061274 161101 0 15 1 15 4 CASE 00, 0 238 545 061?7 161101 O 66 i1 66 -i NFM 0 339 548 061274 161101 0 15 1 15 4 CASE 000 0 340 549 061274 161101 0 66 11 66 -1 NFM 0 441 561 061274 16110n? 0 15 1 15 4 CASE @000 0 442 562 061274 161102 0 11 11 1 1 -1NTMP 0 5
43 563 061274 161102 0 66 11 66 I NFM 0 544 566 061 74 161103 0 15 1 15 4 CASE 000 0 545 567 061 74 161103 0 0 0 0 0 LDIR 1 546 567 061274 161112 0 66 11 66 1 SSOL U 1 147 "570 061274 161116 0 2240 11 2240 1 KG SPAR 36 2148 "650 061274 161121 0 to10 10 10 -1 STAB EVAL 1 049 -651 061274 161121 0 660 11 66 -1 STAF U 1 050 681 061274 16110 0 2240 11 2240 1 KXKG SpAR 36 2151 761 061?74 161157 0 3136 11 3136 1 INV KXKG 2 2152 873 061274 161203 0 66 11 66 1 SSOL U 1 4
9.8
53 876 06j*4. 161208 0 2240 11 2240 1 KYKG SPAR S 6 21
54 956 061274 161212 0 3136 11 3136 1 INV KYKG 2 21
55 -1068 061274 1612?7 0 10 10 10 -1 VIBR EVAL 2 056 -1069 061274 161227 0 660 t11 66 -1 VIIR U 2 0
57 1099 061274 161302 0 66 it 66 1 SSOL U 1 2
58 -1102 061274 161307 0 2240 11 2240 1 KG SPAR 36 a21
59 1182 _b127 161344 0 6 6.. 6 -1 STAB EVAL 1 060 1183 061274 1613j4 0 396 11 66 "1 STAB U 1 0
61 1210 061274 161336 0 3136 11 3136 1 INV K 2 21
62 1322 061274 161342 0 66 11 66 1 SSOL U 1 3
63 01325 061274 161348 0 2240 11 2240 1 KG SPAR 36 21
64 =1405 061270 1614.1 0 6 6 6 .1 STAB EVAL 2 065 ,4I06 061274 161441 0 396 11 66 -1 STAS U 2 066 1424 061-274,- 1615 19 0 .66 11 66. I- SSOL U 1 5
67 1427 061274 161522 0 2240 11 2240 1 KG SPAR 36 21
68 1507 061274 161528 0 6 6 6 "1 STAB EVAL 2 0
69 1508 061274 161528 0 396 t11 66 "1 STAB U 2 0
70 1526 061274 161554 0 2240 11 2240 1 KSKG SPAR 36 2171 .1606 Q6127. 161558. 0 3636 11 313.6 . Nv KSKG 2 ?1
72 1718 061274 161605 0 10 10 10 -1 VIBR EVAL 2 0
73 1719 061274 161606 0 660 11 66 p1VIBP U 2 0
9.9
10. LUT (SATURN 5 LAUNCHER UMBILICAL TOWER)
Inertia prestress vibrational modes were calculated for the LUT. This
problem illustrates use of the MOD and INC commands in processor ELD.
The LUT is a multi-story frame structure, the floors of which are supported
by columns and diagonals. Non-structural mass was attached at the four
corners of each floor as rigid lumped mass. Varying cross-sectional proper-
ties for the general beam sections were defined throughout the structure.
The accompanying figures and table show the section property data set dis-
tribution. The geometrical and material properties for the LUT are listed
below:
E = 3.0 x 10 lb/in2 z




60' , 111' 2" upports
A downward inertia load of 386.088 (equivalent to a one-g loading) was used
as a prestress load, and cantilevered vibrational modes were calculated for
the prestressed structure.
10.1






Floors 2-3 Bay Layout
. - Floor i+l
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Gro 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19Gro ii




E 172 j7817209 22 25 28 31 37 0 3 4 9 58




K 4 9, 
L 5 !10 6
M 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 66
N , , 1 11 i 1 11 11 11ii1 11 11- 11 11 ill 61 67
0 12 .12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 112 12 12 2 T12 62 68____ t - l.....- -- '------__
P 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 113 13 13 13 13 63 69
14 14 1414 114 1414 114 14 11 4 14 14 64 70
-R 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 65 71L _ _ I II_
Table 10.1 Section Data Sets for Floors and Bays
/. 10.4
The elastic modes are summarized below:
Mode 2
1 Bending, Direction 
-2 7.7389
2 Bending, Direction -1, 8.9712
3 Torsional 34.3664
10.5
XOT IAB , GENERATE BASIC TABLFS DFFINING SIRUCTIIRE
_..S-TART..37 5 ...
TITL1EtSATURN V LAUNCHER IMFILICAL TOWER (LUT)
TEXTS
ISATURN V LAIJNCHER UMBILICAL TOWFR (L.UT)
I
'DATA DESIGNED TO EXEMPLIFY THE USE OF IINCI
--..AND IHMODL. COMIANDS.- IN-THE. IELDI. PROCESSDR ..... ... . . .......
MATERIAL CONSTATS$
s MATERIAiL PROPERTY IS DEFINED WITH A3 - -. ....... 
.. WEIGHT ..D[F.NSITY 
.
1 3,+7 929Q8?668 08
CONSTRAINT CASE I$3 
_. ,,I0L-IS-- 
_ARE..CO. LLLELY_...ONST RAINE. . .
ZERO 1 2 3 4 5 61 i a I
BEAM ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS$
1. 3 1 0,$ ..... . .
S i I i 0 s"
E21 SECTION PROPERTIESs
-GI.VN_.. .. .. 90.12 ,i .... 0 .. --?5.0 .. 0 --- 4 --... .... 94.47
GIVN 2 2096,4 0. 76*5 O0 22.4 8v4 S
GIVN 3 63.35 0o 63.35 0. 7,3 1267 $GIVN a. 461. 0o 1351 0---0 .... 31.77 . 4. 66$ .... ......
GIVN 5 8104.5 0. 63,8 0. 20, 107 $
GIvN 6 9012*1 0. 250.0 0. 04.16 9.475
GIVN .... 7-- 2096 . . 0., . 76 .5 -0o .- 22-2 .. 8 4. .
GIVN 8 28,14 0, 28.10 0. 5,58 56t28$
GIVN 9 2824.8 0. 95*7 0. 24,71 2.575
GIVN 10 1140.7 . 4, 4 .-0. -16.18 
-...... 1.4$... .
GIVN 11 1140,7 0. 44. 0, 16.18 1,14$
GIVN 12 ?51.7 -0. 2.89 0. 3.53 085$
.GIVN...1.3 ... 105 3. 0. . 2,79-0, 
- ,.6 . .. L 
. .
GIVN 14 446,3 0. 22.1 0 10,59 .5 $
GIVN 15 15.16 0. 15.16.0. 4.3 30,325
GIVN 16 2120n, 0, 21200, 0., 276. 31100, $
GIVN 17 475,7 0. 475.7 0. 26,00 951.4 $
GIVN 18 3988,6 0. 116.9 0. 29.11 39475
- - G.Iv N-9.. 16667.. 0. 16667. 0.22_..-.-2-5.5--. 
............
GIVN 2p 4757 0. 475,7 0. 26.04 951.4 S
GIVN 21 3988,6 0. 11609 0, 29,11 3,475
.. .. GIVN ?? 14284, 0. 14284, 0, 205, --215380. $ S.
GIVN 23 475,7 0, 475.7 0. 26,04 951,4 S
GIVN 24 3P66.,7 0. 115.1 0. 27,65 3.8 $GlV.N .25 1260q, ...... o.126 9 .0 ... B .. 3 ....
GIVN 26 361.5 0. 361, 0., 19,24 723, S
GIVN 27 3266.7 0. 115,1 0, 27.65 .368 $
GIVN 28 10773, 0, 107739 A, 160. 16000, $
GIVN 29 36.1.5 0. 361.5 0. 1Q2?4 723. $
GIVN 30 3266.7 0, 115.1 0. 27.65 3,8 $
.GIVN.31 ....9068... .0 068. 0.. 0 1.380 --....- 13476, . .
GIVN 32 361,5 0. 361,5 0. 19.24 723s S
GIVN 33 3?66,7 0. 115.1 0. 27.65 308 $
..GIVN 34 7159, 0. 7459, 0, 117. 11233. $
GIVN 35 36J,5 0. 361.5 0. 19,24 723. $
GIVN 36 2364.3 0. 88,3 O. 24,7 3.575
.GLV ._37 ...5969*- ....-... -5969 . .0,.96..... 8917 ...5
GIVN 38 361.5 0. 361.5 0, 19,24 723, 5
GIVN 39 2364,3 0. 88.3 0. 24,7 3.575
GIVN aO 4sbt, O 4585, 0o 76. 859. s
GIVN 41 248.5 0. ?48.95 0. 12.88 097. $
GIVN 42 2096.4 0. 7695 0. 22,4 80.4 $
o10.6
GIVN 43 2402.4 0. 930.1 0o 56.73 34045$
.GIVN Ia 248. . 0. 28. 5 ... 6 1.,88-- ..... 97.
GIvN 45 2096.4 0. 765 0a 2?,,4 .8,4 $
GIVN A46 240?.4 0. 930.1 0 56.73 34.4,51
GIVN 47 248.5 0O 248.5 0O 12,88 497, 5
GIVN 4A 181i 1,5 0. 63.8 . 20. 1*7 $
GIVN 49 1?66.5 0. 54.,9 0O 32,65 7*63s
.-...GlvN.50. 19?.3 .. ... 192 3 0'. 9,84.....384.6.. .----------
GIVN 51 1811,5 0. 63.8 Oa 20, 2.7 $
GIVN 52 1266.5 0, 4540.9 0', 32,65 7*635
GIVN 53 192?3 0, 19;?3 0, 9.84 384.6 $
GIVN 54 181 .5 0O 63,8 0v 20a 1a7 $
GIVN 55 61,5 0. 107.3 O 1794 2.01$
GIVN 56 . 19.2 3 0 .. 9 3 . 0 0 .. -9. .... 38 4.6. .
GIVN 57 1811,5 0. 61,8 0O 20. 1.7 $
GIVN 58 641c5 0. 107,3 0; 17.94 2.01$
..GIVN 59 192,3 0 192o3 -0 9:84 384.6 $
GIVN 60 181l4.5 0. 63.8 0 20, 197 $
GIVN 61 2987.3 0. 20395 6 2.43 4.525
GIVN .62 11. 0, , .. .. .. 1 16-,-18 ,. S.$
GIVN 63 1326, 8 o0. 53.1 0 18.23 1.715
GIVN 64 446.3 0. 22.1 0. 10,59 .5 $
.. . GIVN 65 15.16 0. 15S 16 .0. 4,3.- 30.325
GIVN 66 5886.9 0. 170.3 0, 34,71 4,9 $
GIVN 67 2987.3 0. 203.5 O 29.43 4.52$
GIVN .68 - 298.7.3 -- 0 . 203,5 .. -o-- 29,3-.--4.52........
GIVN 69 2987.3 0. 203.5 0.O 29.43 4,523
GIVN 70 2987.3 0. 203.95 0. 29,43 4,525
SGIVN 71. 15.16 0. 1516 0. 4,3 30,325
GIVN 72 R647. 0,. 26478. 0, 326. 3P584. S
GIVN 73 562, .0, 562. . 0, .18.l 124, $
GIVN 7 .- 732. .. 0, . 73? .. 0, 24,35... 64.....$_ "
GIVN 75 1157, 0. 1157, 0, 40,19 2314, $
GIVN 76 26300, 0, 26300, . 0, 294. 38700, $
-GIVN 77 562, 0, 562. -, 18,41 124, $ .
GIVN 78 1556. o0, 1556. 0. 56,6 3112. $
JOINT LOCATIONSS
--.............. 360  907 , w28 0, .. 270 --...-.8 .  216 0..2- 48
2 P360, 907. -2880. "270. 589. 2-?160. 2 48S
3 360a -4?. -2AF0. 270, -109, -2160. 2 485
- 4 -360,. -A7, -?R0. 270,. =109-..-216m0, 2 48 ........... .......
5 .316, 348, m2520. 270, 348, P2160. 2 24$
6 316, 348. "2520. "270. 348. -2160. 2 24$
..3.16 . j1329. %2 0:, -.n270.- 132.-...2160,.2-8 316. 132. -2520. 270. 132, -2160. 2 24$
9 316, O*80° ?520, 270. 480, -216no. 24$
-10 316 48o0. -2520. -?70. 480. 2 16o0. 2 2?4$ ...
11 -316, Of r2S?0, -27n, 0. -2160, 2 24$
12 316. 0 -?P520, 270, 0. "?160. 2 24$
13 ....I8,---480.-. 252 ,.0. -108. . 80.. - 2160 ._22
14 "I108, 4.80, -25?0. "108, 480. .2160, 2 245
15 108. 348, -Spn, 108, 348. w2160, 2 24$
1- 6 108... 348
. 
-~220, "-10. 348A -2160, 2 24$.............
17 108. 132, -2 90. 108. 1.32. -2160, 2 24$
18 -108. 132. -2%?0, "10A. 132, -216, 2 24$19 ....108. ... ...O -2'7 0 . .. 108 ,..- D 0_.216 0 .2 $.._
20 -108. 0 -2520. W108, 0. .2160, 2 24S
21 3169 240. -252n, 270, ?40, -2160. 2 24%
S22 0o 751. -2Sn , 0, 5b9 .2160. 2 24$
23 -316, 240, -2520, -270, 240. -2160. 2 24$
24 O0-271, -2520 O -109, -2160. 2 24$
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
10.7, ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
28 316, -271. -20,$
53 2?O 310, -120. f ?4n, 348. 1400. 15 205
50 10o. OC O. v o,19. 0t. 480. 10t), 15 20$
55 .108, 4A80 -1920. -108. *480. ISbo, 15 205
56 -240a 348. .120, -24. 348 144n. 15 205
57 240,. -132# .1920,- W240. 132.. 14t0,..15 20s
58 -108. O, -1A,, -108. 0. 1i 00. t5 ?05
59 J08, 0. -19?0. 108. 0, 14un, 15 205
60 ?40. 132*. 1920, 20Li. 132. 1440n. 15 205
61 108. 358. -1920. 108. 348. 1 0. 15 20s
62 -108. 132 -192n0. -10P. 132. 14'01, 15 20!
63.e108. 3iL8o.9RiQ0;. >108. -348.. 140, a .20 .-. 5 
__-
64 108. 132. w1920, 108. 13?. 1440, 15 205
65 240* 2b0, -1920. 240, 240. -16R0. 16 205
66 . 0, 480. -1920. 0. 080e 16 n. 16 20$
67 w240. 240, -1920, -P40. 240. 1680. 16 20$
68 0. 0. * o?0. 0, 0, 1680, 16 20$
69. 20--a0Ao. .192... 240...A0468 J68016. 20..___ 
____
70 -240, 480, -1920. -24, 480. 168n. 16 20$
71 -240. 0. -1920. -240. 0. 168O. 16 205
- . 72 240. 0o -19po0. 240, ...0. 1680, 16 205
353 240. 290. 1680.5
354 50, 480. 1680,$
355_ _.50__. 0 
.. 
1680..$ .
356 -240. 2q90. 1680,5
357 -240* IQO* 1680.5
358 "50. O0 1680.5.
359 o50 0. 1600.$
360 240. 190* .16P0,$
.361 .. .50 ..2 90.. 1680,5
36? .50s 190s 1680,$
363 -50, 290. 1680,5
364 50. 190 1680.5Os
RMASS$
$ RIGID LUMPED MASSES... . .. EP. AT ... 1 $... .... ...
_ _ ___ 






. .-- E PLAT 4. .15 .....
129 47.0480
























REPEAT .. ,_._ |,
369 308?s25
OXQT ELD o READ ELFMENT DEFINITI NS
E21 S
GROUP I ' FLOOR 2
NSECT=1 1 9 25 1 1 4.I $
I -- 5- 
- - -*, 
" ' * ,-- -521 1 122 2
8 21 5
623 5 .
NSECT=2 2 2 26 1 1 2 2 S
22 25 1 1 2 $
-
.NSECT.=3_.13 25 ... I 2-4- 
-.-----
1322 1 1 26 5
14 22 $
... 20 27 S$
9 15 1 12 1 $
1118 1 12 5 S
1721 1 2 3 $
15 21 $
16 ?23 1 121 S
NSECT=4 5 15 1 1 2 1 $
7 18 $8- 17 ...... ............ .....
15 16 1 1 2 2 $
NSECT=5 1 9 13 1 1 2 1 $
. .----. 11 20 .....- .
12 19 $
13 14 1 1 26 $GROUP .2 FL;.OR__3 ... 
..
MO JOINT-24 t MOD NSECT=5 $
NSECT=I 1 9 25 1 1 4 1 5
.. 5 9 .1 1 4 1 .-
521 1 122 $
821 $
NSECT=2 1 22 26 1 1 2 2 
.
22 25 1 1 2 2
NSECT=3 .. 13 25 . 1 2 1 . $--------
1322 1 2 6 5
14 22 $
915 1 121 $
1118 1 2 5 S
- 12 17 
.
17 21 1 1 2 3 S
15 21 $.. ......... - ... .i. ... IB 2.3 ......I . .1 . ..2 .4 
-
NSECI=4 1 5 15 1 1 2 1 S
7 18 $
8 17 .
1b16 1 122 $




13..3[ ..... t 1_2 
__ . .
GROUP 3 IFLOORS 4-19
INC NSFCT:=1 $
.MOD JOINT=0 I MOD NSECT=0 S
NSECT=18 t 54 66 1 1 15 P0 $
NSECT=18 1 55 66 I 1 15 20 sNSEC T= 1- -_.55_70 . . --.- - t 5-20 -
NSECT-t8 1 54 69 1 1 15 20 $
NSECT=18 I 56 70 1 1 15 20 s
NSECT=18 3 56 67 1 1 15 20 $
NSECT=18 t 57 67 1 1 15 20 $
NSECT=1R t 57 71 1 1 15 20 $"
NSECT.... B: . _ .l5 5 l11--4f--f 15.--
NSECT=i S58 68 1 15 20 S
NSECI:18 s 59 72 I I 15 20 S
NSECT=18 t 59 68 . 1 I 15 20 5.
NSECT=18 u 60 72 1 1 15 20 $
NSECT=18 60 65 1 1 15 20 $
..NSE t = L 5 69_ _ 1t 25 20_ .........
NSECT=18 I 53 65 1 1 15 20 s
INC NSECT=0 S
. MOD JOINT=300 $5
NSECT=66 8 54 66 1 1 2 6 $
55 66 1 1 2 1 S
54._69 . 1 t2.__._2_,__
56 70 1 1 2 1 S
57 67 1 1 2 1 5
.... 58 71. 1 1 2.. .
59 68 $
6065.
- .. _ 5 _ 69. . __ s
53 65 s
MOO JOINT=0S
-.-. NSECT=il I 53 61.. 1. I 14 20 5..
61 63 1 1 I4 20 S
56 63 1 1 14I 20 $
__5.7__62........ I--1 _1 A_ _ -
62 6L4 1 1 14 20 S
60 64 1I 1 20 $
...NSECT=12 1 55 63 .1 1 14I 20Po .5
58 62 1 1 14 20 $
59 64 1 1 14 20 $
NSELt:3_ 62._63 ..... 1 .1__? 20 __......
61 64 I I 14 20 s
NSECT=14 r 54 61 1 1 14 20 $
NSECTIS. 1 61 66 1 14 20.$
63 66 1 I 14 20 5
63 67 1 1 14 20 S
_6.,_ -7 ..... 1 I1A #_20_S-___--
63 70 1 1 14 20 $
62 71 1 1 14 20 S
-.. . .. ... 62 68 .. 1 1 I4 20 S .-..
64 68 1 1 14 20 $
64 72 I 1 14 P20 S
._ 6 _ .65-_ 4 __1_ . 2. -
61 65 1 1 14 20 S
61 69 1 1 14 20 $
. INC NSECT=6 $
MOD JOINT=2Os
REPRODUCMILITY OF THE10.10 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
NSECT=b1 53 61 1 1 ? 0 $
NSECT=61 I 61 63 1 1 2 20 $
NSEC.T:61 ... 5 .63 1. 1 ? 20 S ....
NSECT=61 1 57 h? 1 j 2 20 S
NSECT=61 3 62 64 1 1 2 20 $
NSECTb=61 60 64 1 1 2 20 S
NSECT=6? 1 55 63 1 1 2 20 $
NSECT=62 t 5b 62 1 1 2 20 S
.... NSECT=62_-9.5 6 A -..I 1._2.0 
_ 
_
NSECT=63 I 6R 63 1 1 2 20 s
NSECT=6_ 6bi 64 1 1 2 20 $
NSECTL64 I 54 61 1 1 2 20 $
NSECT=65 I 61 66 1 1 2 20 5..
NSECT=65 63 66 1 1 . 20 5
...... NSECTbS ._.63. 67 .. 1 - 2--20--.-...........
NSECT=65 I62 67 1 1 2 20 S
NSECT=65 v 63 70 1 1 2 20 $
NSECT:65 1 62 71 1 1 2 20 s ......
NSECT=6S I 62 68 1 1 2 20 $
NSECT.-.6S i 64 68 1 1 2 20 $
-- JSEC.T-65 
_I__ 64. 72 ....... 1-.. 2 -20- .
NSECT=65 I 64 65 1 1 2 20 $
NSECT=69 1 61 65 1 1 2 20 $
NSEC.Tr65 1 61 69 1 1 2 20 .
GROUP 4 '1NTER'FLOOR COLUMNS AND DIAGONAiS
INC NSFCT=0 S
MOD. JOINT :.= ..OS 
.
NREF=2 S
NSECT=72 1 1 25 1 1 4 1 $
2..... ... 5 4L9 _ 1 .. 1- s
25 5 s
NSECT=73 : 2 22 1 1 2 24 $
.... .... .1 2 2 - ... .4 - $
3 24 1 1 2 2?4 $
4 24 2 21
NSECT74 .I 2. 23 .. $ ----- ----- -...
4 ?1 $
1 2 1 1 2 2 $
.... ....SECT 75._I. .26 47 .....
27 47S
28 45 $
.. . J NSECT=76 . 49 69 .- -1 1 . 4 1 -S .
NSECT=77 I 49 66 1 1 2 2 $
50 .66 11 2 2 $NSET=7& l.50 .67... ..... .......
49 65 1 1 2 2 $
52 65 s
INC NSFCT= S.
NSEfCT=1.6 I 69 89 1 1 15 20 S
NSECT=16 I 70 90 1 1 15 20 $
...... NS EC..T= 1.6-. L-71. 9.1 . 1 15 20- $__
NSECT=16. I 72 92 1 1 15 ?0 $
NSECTz17 I 69 86 1 1 15 20 $
NSECT=17 1-70 86-.. I 1 15 20 $
NSECT=17 I 70 87 1 1 15 20 $
NSECT=17 1 71 87 1 1 15 20 S
.. NSECT 17. 71 88 . 15 0...... $ .._ _ _.
NSECT=17 1 72 88 1 1 15 20 $
NSECT=17 9 72 85 1 1 15 20 s
NSECT=17 1 69 85 1 1 15.20 $
.XQT TOPO ANALYZE ELEMENT INTERCONNECTIVITY
10.11
$
*XQT E , FORM ELFMENT DATA PACKFTS
@XQT EKS t INSERT Kv S INTO ELEMENT DATA PACKETS
I
@XOT K-, FORM SySTEM K
$
*XOT INV , FACTOR K
@XQT M , FORM SYSTEM M
$ FORM SYSTEM M wITH MASS ENTRIES BY
. CONVERTING MATFRIAL PROPERTY WEIGHT
$ DENSITy INTO MASS DENSITY
RESET G=386.088s
X.1 MRM .... .ADD--RIGrTD__ASS_DALAT..0..H_$
@XQT 0 DEEINE APPLIED INERTIA PRESTRESS LOADS
RESET MLIB=I - . . . .
RESET M=M+RHMTYPE:SPAR$
$ INFRTTA PRESTRESS LOAD
C.ASE_L' .NE I.A...LOAD. ORPRES.TRES ._.. .
INERTIA FORCE 3 -386.0885
OXQT DSOL 
. COMPUTE SOLUTION FOR PRESTRESS LOAD
. RESET MAXIT=?9UP=1,FP=1$........
*XQT KG , FORM SySTEM KG, PRESTRESS SOLUTION
S
_...X01. L--C W .- . . -... .FORM. LIINEAR. CO'BINATIONAF MATRICES .
S
fXQT INV e FACTOR K+KG
RESET.K:K+KGS 
..
-XOT EIG * SOLVE SySTEM FIGENPROHLEM
s PRE.STRFSS VIBRATION ANALYSIS
- -- RESET..-INIT=SNDYN=,59MAXI.T=-REPRT=I$ 
.... ..
RESET K=K+KGoM=M+RM$




SATURN V LAUNCHER UMj I Lt.CA L TUvER (LtJT)
E ROwS RL.K T DATA SET NAME
SEQ RR DA TE TIM'E R ONS /BLK STiZE. Y 1 N2 Ns N4I 11 0i1074 11i2~1 9 18 I 18 0 JDFI bTA8 1 82 12 061074 112901 0 372 372 372 0 JREF uTAB 2 63 26 061074 112 9 91 0 12 1 12 1 ALTR STAb 2 44 27 0oi074 112901 0 19 1 19 4 NOAL 0 06 28 061074 112902 80 4 10 3 TEXv dTA 2. 16 31 0b1 0 7 4 112902 i 10 1 10 I MATC bTA6 l 27 32 06b1074 112903 0 - 72 372 372 0 CON 1 08 46 061074 112903 10 2 10 1 mREF bTA8 2 79 47 061074 112906 0 c?4 18  78 2418 1 BA LTA6 2 9134 061074 112909 0 1116 372 1116b I JLOC TAB ? 51 174 0610714 112909 0 2232 37 ,2232 1 RMAS BTA8 2 1812 254 06 1071 11 09q 0 33.48 37? 3348 1 QJJT UTAd 2 1913 374 061074 112921 0 1510i 944 89o 0 DEF 21 1 214 918 061074 11921 0 8 4 8 0 G E-21 i 215 919 001074 112921 b60 4 uO 0 GTIT E21 1 216 922 061074 112921 12 12 12 0 NELZ OTA8 1 1117 923 061074 1v29 21 5 0 KL 016 924 061074 11 2921 0 b 1 0 N U 019 925 Ob1074 112921 0 1 1 3 ELTS NAME. 0 320 926 0lo74 112921 0 1 1 0LTS LTYP 0 -0
24 036 06107o 1 2 9 21 ) 1 1 1 0 ELTS NOD
22 937 061074 11;221 1 1 0 ELTS ISCT 0 023 938 001o074 112921 1 1 0 FLTS NEL 0
2 939 0b1074 112921 1 0 ELTS LE3 0 025 940 061074 I2o 0 lu752 372 139 0 KAP 131o 2I .26 1324 061074 112932 0 1209b 372 1344 0 AMAP 31 2223
27 1756 061074 11,2957 321 0 E 228 6476 061074 112943 0 20 2v 20 0 DIR t21 1 229 6477 061074 113057 0 51520 372 2240 1 K SPAR 36 131630 8317 06107a 11319 0 o9 4 4 372 313t 1 INV K 22233 1 065 061074 113242 .0 51"20 37; ?240 1 M SpAR 3b 131632 13405 06j04 113249 0 515.20 372 2240 1- M SPAR .3b 131633 19245 001074 113258 0 2L32 12 2232 
-1 M+RM blIA; 0 034 15325 10741 1133,03 0 2232 372 2232 -1 8 H.C 1 .035 15405 061074 113306 2232 372 2232-1R8MX Vo 2 036 15485 061074 113339 0 2232 372 2232 -1 RdMX VEC ,o37 15565 061074 113310 0 2232 372 2232 -1 NF H 0 .38 15645 061074 113310 0 15 . 154 CASe o .0 1-39 156Qb 06107£ 113310 . 0 0 0 L.IR 1 140 150qb 06107/4 113331 0 2232 372 2232 1 SSQL U 1 141 15735 061074 213213 0 51520 372 2240 1 K, PAR 3b 1 3 1b'J2 1757$ 061074 213215 0 51520 372 2240 1 K+KG SPAR 3b 131643 19415 061074 213303 0 9094q 372 3130 1 INV AKs. 1 222344 2?6b3 061074 2!331j 
- 5 5 5 -. VI8R .VAt 1 045 2?bb'i 0o17t 213312 0 11160 372 2232 -1 VIBR U 1
10.13
UNDEFORMED STRUCTURE
L AL J.---IER JIIB I- I CAL TOWER (
SC( AL L
lo. 14
SEQ 1 VIBRATIONAL MODE. FREQ CHZ) = .442753xiO0+ 0 0
LAUNCHER UMBILICAL TOWER 9 84
SCALE
10.15
SEQ 2 VIBRATIONAL MODE. FREQ CHZ] = .476699X1 0 + 0 0
LAUNCHER UMB ILICAL TOWER S 84
SCALE
10. 16
SEQ 3 VIBRATIONAL MODE. FREQ CHZ = .933012X10 + O




Free-free vibrational modes were obtained for a linkage in order to demon-
strate the application of a spectral shift in the eigensolution process.
The linkage was defined as a system of two beam segments connected through
a zero-length 6 x 6 directly specified stiffness matrix. Planar motion was
specified for the otherwise unconstrained configuration. The geometrical
and material properties of the linkage are shown on the figure below:




'II 9,e I I I T T -ziMass density = .1 x 10 4 lb-sec /in
I I 1.0 in
10. 10. A = 1.0 in
2
Eigenvalues were desired in the neighborhood of the value c = 0.1 x 10 11, which
was selected as the shift point for the eigenvalue solution of K-cM (seeReference 1,
Section 3.17). Four "zero" eigenvalues were obtained, representing the three
rigid body motions and a mechanism mode.




2 11W .36038 x 10
3.
OXOT TAB , GENERATE BASIC TABLES DEFINING STRUCTURE
START 12 3 4 5$
TITLEtTWO-BEAM LINKAGE
TEXTS
ISYSTEM OF TWO BEAM SEGMENTS CONNECTED
'BY A ZERO-LENGTH FLEMENT.
'PROBLEM DESIGNED TO ILLUSTRATE THE USE OF A
'SHIFT POINT IN CALCULATION OF FREE-FREE
I VIBRATIONAL MODES,
MATC$ MATERIAL. CONSTANTS
1 1,+7 ,3 ,1-4$
JLOC$ JOINT LOCATIONS
1 0, 0. 0, O10, 0. 0, 6 1 25
b 10, 0, 0, 20, 0, 0. 6 1$
CON 1$ CONS TRATNT CASE
MREFS BEAM ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS
11 11.$ I s
E21 SECTION PROPERTIESSGIVN I to I, It to 19 Is'$
BB$ BEAM S6X6 STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS
$ .DIRECTLY SPECIFIED STIFFNESS MATRiX
$ THE LAST FOUR ROWS OF WHICH ARE ZERO.
1 1,+8: 0. 1.+81 1 t $
OXQT ELD READ FLEMENT DEFINITIONS ~-
E21 s
$ BEAM SEGMENT DEFINITIONS
-12 - Y 2---6$.....
E25 $
$ ZERO-LENGTH ELEMENT DEFINTION
b 7$
@xQT -TOPO q ANALYZE ELEMENT INIERCONNECTIVITY
OXQT E , FORM FLEMENT DATA PACKETS
OXQT EKS- -. - _.....--INSERT K, S INTO ELEMENT-DATA--PACKETS..
OXQT K , FORM SysTEM K
@XQT H , FORM SYSTEM M
0XQT LCM , FORM I.INEAR COMBINATION OF MATRICES
$ SHIFr POINT SELECTED = ,1+11




$ .. . . . . . C2= ' 1+11
$ Q2=H
RESET R=K+LMtQ2,M9C2=~,1+115
XQT INV AC.............A F TOR k+LM
RESET K=K+LM$
OXOT EIG , SOLVE SySTEM EIGENPRORLEM
$ ....... .- SOLVE THE EIGENPROBLEM FOR THE ISHIFTED'
$ EIGENSySTEM,
$ USE K=K+LM AS THE ISHIFTED MATRIXl,
$ .----------------- ADD SHIFT=,1+1 ' TO THE RESULTING...
$ EIGENVALUES.RESET INIT=:10,NDyN=10REPRr=IS . ... . .
RESET K=K+LM$
RESET 5HIFT:,1+11S
PRIN T 0 0 0 1 15'
OXQT DCU ......... EXECUTEDATA COMPLEXOTITITY-PAOGRA'M...
TOCt15
11.2
TABLE OP CONTENTS' LiIBRARY i
T0BEAM LINKAGE
E ROWS BLK T P..TA SE$ NAME
SE.. RR . - T tMEWRO 7BL SIZE Y N N2 N3 N4
1 11 062074 001823 0 18 g18 0 JOFi BTAB 8
2 12 062074 001823 0 12 £2 12 0 JREP RTR 2 6
3 1 062074 001823 0 12 12 1 AUTR STAB 4
4 14 C;62074 h01823 0 19 i 19 4 NDAL C 0
5 15 062074 001823 0 120 6 120 3 TEXTBi 1.
6- 20 06261 74 n01824 0 - 10 -- 10 1 MATE VAB 9 2
7 21 062074 001A24 0 36 12 36 1. JUOE NTAB 2 5
8 23 062074 001824 0 12 12 12 0 CON 1 0
9 24 062074 001824 0 5 1 3 1 MREP BTAB 2 7
10 25 062074 601824 0 31 1 31 B TAB 2 9
11 27 062074 001824 0 21 2i 1 B B 9 10
1228 062074 001824 0 1 108 1 GJT STAB 19
13 32 062074 001826 0 160 16 896 0 DEF E2 t 2
14 64 062074 001826 0 2 2 0Gb 921 1 2
5 65 062074 001826 0 12 1 15 0 GIT 21. 2
26 66 062074 o01826 0 16 1 896 0 DEF 2
17 98 062074 001826 0 2 1 2 0 G6 E25 2 __
18 99 062074 001826 0 .41 G t 52 B 2
19 100 062074 601826 0 12 12 12 0 NRLZ OtAB I 1i
20 101 062674 601826 0 10 2 10 0 K9 h 0
21 111 062074 n01826 0 12 0 12 0 NB 0 0
22 112 062074 001826 0 2 2 - 2 3 ELTS NAME 0
23 1-j13 062-074 001826 0 - 2 2- E-E-L TRUTYP
24 114 062074 001826 0 2 , 2 0 ELTR NNOD 0
25 115 062674 001826 0 2 2 0 ELTS IseT 0 0
116 062074 001826 0 2 2 2 0 EUTR NELS m 0
27 117 062074 001827 0 2 2 0 EUT L3 0
28 118 062074 601828 0 1344 12 ~A44 0 KMAP 23 3
29 166 66274 001828 0 1j544 1344 0 AMAO **t 2 3
30 214 062074 001831 0 1400 10 140 4 E21 1 2
31 264 062074 h01830 0 20 26 2n 0 DIR 02t 2
2 265 062074 001831 0 112 1 112 4 E25 s 2
33 269 062074 001830 0 20 26 20 0 DYR 02 2
34 2 _Q -62?l7 02 .833l 22 4 8___ .2 _ ... R 9 ----
-5 350 062074 001834 0 2240 12 2240 1 M HPAR o 23
36 430 062074 601835 0 2240 12 2246 1 K*LM 9PR 0 23
37 510 062074 601837 0 3136 10 3136 1 INV KLM 23
S 622 062074 001839 0 10 IM 10,1 VIBR EVAL 1 0
39 623 062074 001839 0 720 12 72 1. VIBR 0 1 0
1p.3
11.3
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5 CIRCULAR MEMBRANE UNDER CONSTRAINT CASE j
.... ESE-T -.K=KKG INXT s T_=-
PRINT. 0 0 0 0 15
o T INV
RESET K=K+KGoCON=2 ..--. . . . . . ..
OXQT EIG
. .FIND VIBRATIONAL MODES OF THE STRESSED
_CIRCULA p-ME MB RANE--JNDF R--CONS TPRYA-N. ASE-.2--
RESET K=K+KG91NITz89CON=22
PRINT 0 0 0 0 -1$
OXQT DCU -- . -................ EXECUTE DATA COMPLEX UTILITY PROGRAM
TOC IS
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED REPRODUCLAL PAE .
2.3 ORIGINAL AGE IS
2.3
VIBRATION OF A CIRCULAR MEMBRANE
E ROWE 3LK T DATA SET NAMESEQ RR DATE TIME R WORDS /BLK SIZE Y Ni N2 N3 N4
1 1 U0514/ 0'tUo U 3, . i 8 .JOFI BTAb 82 
-12 051474 042706 0 101 101 i0I 0 JREF BTAB 2 6
3 16 051474 042706 0 12 
_ 12 1 ALTR BTAB 2 44  17-551470 42 7 05 1[-0 a - .. AL - o
5 18 05147.4 042706 0 10 1 10 1 MATC STAB 2 26 1 051474 042706 0 101 101 .101 0 JREF BTAB 2 6
7 21 ,51474 4 27u 7  u 3 03  Ul 30 3  JLUC UTAB ? 58 34 051474 042707 0 19 1 19 1 SA BTA8 2 13
9 35 251474 042707 0 101 10 101 0 CON. 1 0
-TU TV-U512-4 0 7Ua--"O iu .. ------ 19----- -11 43 051474 042709 0 101 101 1l01 0 CON 3 012 47 051474 042709 0 909 101 909 1 GJJT BT4B 2 19
15 8U L~l14/ 042/15 U . 1,296 81 8o6 U DEF 241 9 414 144 051474 042715 0 2 1 2 0 GD E41 9 415 145 051474 042715 0 15 15 U GTIT 241 9 4
S - 0547 27-5 1 4 9- 896 U DEF E31 6 -17 178 051474 042715 0 2 . 2 0 GD E31 6 318 179 051474 042715 0 15 15 U GTIT E31 6 319 1 8 U 014/4 042i15 U 12 . 1 U NELZ BTA6 11i20 181 051474 042715 0 10 2 10 0 KE 
.021 191 051474 042715 0 12 2 12 U.NS 0 0
-22 19--51747-27-6 U M 2 2 0 E S-E 7 O
23 195 051474 042716 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS LTYP r0 024 194 051474 042717 0 .2 2 2 0 ELTs NNOD 0 025 9 51474 042717 U i e U ELISISC1 0 026 196 051474 042716 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS NELS 027 19/ 051474 042718' 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS LE3 
_ _2? 5701474 0I2721 0 38 13 1 4 U K-AP 453 T729 294 051474 042726 0 940 o101 .1344 ,0 AMAP 4@@( 1137 7830 630 051474 0427.54 0 1260 9 140 4 E31 6 331 67 u5147 4 U4 27 3 u u 0 ZU u D1 R 3 632 676 051474 042736 0 13608 81, 168 4 E41 9 433 1162 051474 042732 0 20 2C 20 U DIR E41 9 434 16 -5-iA7 U4 42 743 0 67 01 240 - ; P-
35 14035 051474 042745 0 606 101 606 " NFM 0 136 1425 051474 042745 0 15 1 15 4 .CASE R@@@ 1.37 j426 j51474 U4 u75 U u U 0 LDIH 
.38 1426 051474 042751 0 6720 101 2240 1 K SPAR 9 45339 1666 051474 042755 0 9408 101 3138 1 INV K 3 1127
40- -£--, -0"Z-j U5-47-t447, o 6 0 6  6 bbuL U •- - - 1"
41 2035 051474 042806 0 6720 101 2240 1 KG SPAR 9 45342 2273 051474 042807 0 6720 10.1 2240 1 K*KG SPAR 9 4534 5 251i 051474 u42.15 0 12544 iTi :136 1,1N ! g, NK*G 1. l! 7
.44 2961 051474 042816- 0 . 8 1 VIBR EVAL I 045 2962 051474 042817 0 4848 11 60U6 1 VIBRU I !A----- ..3-1365i474 0429i o 2 Q 4  %% - F N 2+K ....  T
47 3586 051474 042921 0 . 8 -1 VIBR EVAL 2 ,48 3581 051474 042922 0 4848 101 606 4 VIBR U 2
2EPRGO1 ,"L 2.
2.1 DBOIGIVAL 5ILC 0 200
@XQT TAB ........................ ....... GENERATE BASIC TABLES DEFINING STRUCTURE
START 11S
TITLE I BEAM PROBLEMS
TEXTS... ..
THE FOLL.OWING BEAM PRORLFMS ARE SOLVED IN THIS RUNI
1 VIBRATION OF A CANTILEVERED BEAM
2 BUCKL..ING OF A COLUHN ..... ...... .. ...
3 LATERAL DEFLECTION OF A COMPRESSED BEAM
4 .VIRRATION OF A PRESTRESSED BEAM
.. 5 LATERAL BUCKLING )FACANTILEVERED bAM
6 LATERAL BUCKLING OF A BEAM IN PURE BENDING
7 BUCM.ING OF A BEAM DUE TO TEMPERATURE o
8 VIBRATION OF A HEATED BEAM....................
MATERIAL CONSTANTS
1 1418 .0 ..... ;1 
_4_
JOINT LOCATIONS
1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10.0 11 15
BEAM ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS..
1 1 2 1 0.z
E2i SECTION PROPERTIES$s
GIVN 1 - .0004 .0 036 T0 t12- 00
CONSTRAINT CASE 1S
$ THE BEAM IS CONSTRAINED AT ONE END
FIXED PLANE = 35..............
CONSTRAINT CASE.25
. SIMPLY SUPPORTED AT 13OTH ENDS
ZERO 1'2 36T, 14.. 0.--- 
.-OX0T ELD , READ ELEMENT DEFINITIONS
E21 2
1. 2 1 If$-.
OXQT TOPO ANALYZE ELEMENT INTERCONNECTIVITY
... xQTE .'---FORM- EL MENT -DATA--PACKETS
S
OXQT EKS 
. _INSERT K. S INTO ELEMENT DATA PACKETS
tXQT M , FORM SYSTEM M
$ EXCLUDE ROTATORY INERTIA EFFECTS
RESET IBEAM lS 
-
XQT- K , FORM SYSTEM K
SXQT INV ............ ................ , FACTOR MATRIX IN K SPAR FORMAT .--..
S
OXOT EIG , SOLVE SYSTEM EIGENPROBLEM




......... DEFINE APPLIED LOADS
CASE .11 AXIAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE APPLY AT FREE END,
NODAL FORCES, MOMENTS
1 1 3 - I . . . .. . .. ... .. .. . . . .-.. . ..
CASE 21 SHEAR FORCE IN 1-DIRECTION APPLY AT FREE END,
NODAL FORCES, MOMFNTS
11 1 1.05 
....
CASE 31 dENOING MOMENT IN 2-DIRECTION APPL.Y AT BOTH ENDS.
NODAl. FORCES, MOMENTS
oI s 1.: li5 -1.o
CASE 41 CONCENTRATED FORCE AT MID-SPAN
NODAL FORCESp MOMENTS
6 1 10.05.... 
.......
9.5
CASE 51 TFMPERATURF lOAD A[ ALL JOINTS.
NODAL I EMPELRA T UPES. 
...........
1 1.0 11 I$
OXOT DSOL , SOLVE (IADr) CASE I
HESIFT Li=1aI.2=1S
OXOT KG , FORM SYSTEM KG, AXIAL COMPRESSION$
-- . .X Q .L .E I G .. ... ..-... . .. . .... ...... ... ... .... .  ... . ...... ......... .. .•. . .
$ FIND RrCKLING LOAD FOR CANTILEVFRF)
$ .COLUMN
RESET INIT-10,PRoH=STABs
XGT LCM , FORM LINEAR COMBINATION OF HATRICES
$ "FORM STIFFNESS HATRIX FOR AXIALY PRF-




OXQT DSOL , SOLVE LOAD CASE 4
$ FIND DEFLECTION OF THE PRESTRESSIE BEAM
S.. ....- .. .. .... ..... UNDER -LOAD CASE- 4, - - .. ...
RESET K=KXKG#CON=2.1=4.,L2=4$
OTXQT LCM
S - --- .. FORM STIFFNFSS MATRIX FOR AXIALY PRE-
$ STRESSED BEAM, TENSILE FORCE=1O00,oo
RESET R=KYKG, O=I:KQ, 2=KG C2:-1000.05
RESET K=KYKGtCON=2$
OXOT EIG
-. . . . . FIND FPREQUENCY FOR FREE. VIBRATION OF THEiF
$ PRE-STRESSED BEAM,
RESET K=KYKGtCON=2,INIT=10$
.&X.QDS O L ..... ------- SOL V E-.L0 AD..CAS E. 2 .---- , ....... ..




$ FIND LATERAL BUCKLING VALUE OF LOAD CASE
... .. .-------- 2---..FQOR-THE-CA-ANILEVER..BLAM. ....
RESET INIT=6tPROB=STAB$
OXQT 1NV
. . . RESET.CON 2$ .. -- ...... . ---- ... .... .-.. . .......... ..
OXQT DSOL
RFSET CON=2tLI=3,L2:35~




... FIND BUCKLING LOAD OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED
$ BEAM IN PURE BENDING,
RESET INIT=6,PROB$STABvCON=2$
....9X 0 _D S O0 L.... .......... .... . .....
RESET L1=5L2S5vCON=2$
0XQT KG FORM SysTEM KG, TEMPERATURE LOAD
.RESET--8S0Q 55 - ---
OXQT EIG
$ FIND BUCKLING TEMPERATURE LOAD FOR A
-- . . .....  .. . .. S L-Y-.SUPP R.T D -:EAt, ....
RESET CON=2,#NIT=6tPROB=STABS
OXQT LCM
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9.6
11. MECHANISM
Free-free vibrational modes were obtained for a linkage in order to demon-
strate the application of a spectral shift in the eigensolution process.
The linkage was defined as a system of two beam segments connected through
a zero-length 6 x 6 directly specified stiffness matrix. Planar motion was
specified for the otherwise unconstrained configuration. The geometrical
and material properties of the linkage are shown on the figure below:
10 8 .2.E = .1 x 1O
8 in2
zero-len th element7 Mv = .3
4 21 I /zMass density = .1 x 104 1b-sec2/in
I = 1.0 in
10. 10. A = 1.0 in
Eigenvalues were desired in the neighborhood of the value c = 0.1 x 10,11 which
was selected as the shift point for the eigenvalue solution of K-cM (seeReference 1,
Section 3.17). Four "zero" eigenvalues were obtained, representing the three
rigid body motions and a mechanism mode.
The elastic modes are summarized below:
SPAR
W1  .24584 x 1011
t2 .34629 x 10 11
2
2 11
W .36038 x 103
PRECEDNG PAGE BLANK NOT
11.1
OXQT TAB . , GENERATE BASIC TABLES DEFINING STRUCTURE
START 12 3 4 5$
TITLEtTHO-BEAM LINKAGE
TEXTS .....................
'SYSTEM OF TWO BEAM SEGMENTS CONNECTED
'BY A ZERO-LENGTH ELEMENT,I ... .. ........ENT.... .. ........................................ ... .. ..... .
IPROBLEM DESIGNED TO ILLUSTRATE THE USE OF A
'SHIFT POINT IN CALCULATION OF FREE-FREE
IVIBRATIONAL 1ODES,"_
MATCS MATERIAL. CONSTANTS
11,+7 ,3 , .1-45
JLOCS JOINT LOCATIONS .
1 0, 0. 0, 10, 0, 0, 6 1 25
b 10, 0, 0, 20, 0. 0. 6 1 _$.
CON S CONSTRA INTC SE
MREF$ BEAM ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS
E21 SECTION PROPERTIES$s
GIVN 1 It 1, 1, 1, 1, lS
BB$ BEAM S6X6 STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS
s $ DIRECTLY 'SPECIFIED STIFFNESSMHAT RTX
$ THE LAST FOUR ROWS OF WHICH ARE ZERO.
1 10+81 O, 1.+83 : I
OXQT ELD ..-... READ FLEMENT OEFINITIONS7......
E21 s
5 BEAM SEGMENT DEFINITIONS




OXQT .TOPO , ANALYZE ELEMENT INFERCONNECTIVITY
OXQT E _ FORM FLEMENT DATA PACKETS
OXQT EKS . INSERT K 'S INTO ELEMENTTDATA~PACKETS
OXQT K , FORM SysTEM K
OXQT M , FORM SysTEM M
OXQT LCM - , FORM I.LINEAR COMBINATION OF MATRICES
$ SHIFr POINT SELECTED .1+11




S...... ....-..... C2:-,1+ i1
$ Q2:H
RESET R=K+LMO2=M9C2w, 1+113
QXQT INV . .. FACTOR-k+LM
RESET K=Ke.LM$
OXQT EIG SOLVE SySTEM EIGENPROBLEM
$ . . SOLVE THE EIGENPRO3LkM FOR THE ISHIFTEOI--
• EIGENSySTEM,
$ . USE K=K+LM AS THE ISHIFTED MATRIX.,





PRI 0.0 0 1 T1S
"XQT OCU. . , EXECOTE-DATA-COHPLEX-iT'RITY-PAOGR k
TuC.'/is
T DC/ISY
S.................. . ............................. F
11.2
TABLE OP CONTENTS, LIBRARY 1
-- WO-T- LINKAGE
E ROWS BLK T DATA GEY NAME
. SE RR -..TIME -- WORDS . . Z Y NT N2 N- 4
1 11 062074 001823 0 18 i 18 0 JOF! BTAB 8
2 12 062074 001823 0 12 12 12 0 JREF RTAB 6
3 13 062074 00123 0 12 A 12 1 ALUT'R BTAB 2 4
4 14 C62074 h01823 0 19 ± 19 4 NDAL n 0
5 15 062074 001823 0 120 6 120 3 TEX TA i .....
6 20 0620-74 01824 - 0 10 1 10 1 MAT RTAB 2
7 21 062074 001A24 0 36 12 36 1 JuOE ATAB 5
8 23 062074 001824 0 12 12 12 0 CON 1 0
9 24 062074 001824 0 5 1 5 1 MREP BTAB 2 7
10 25 062074 001824 0 31 i 3i 1 BA BTAB 9
11 27 062074 001824 0 21 21 1 BB --BAB ___0
12 28 062074 601824 0 .108 .. 108 1 QiJ TAB 2 9
3 32 062674 601826 0 160 16 896 0 DEF E21 2
14 64 062674 001826 0 2 2 0 Gb 921 1 2
i5 65 062074 001826 0 15 1 15 0 GYIT 221 2
16 66 062074 001826 0 16 . 896 0 DEF 025 2
17 98 062074 001826 0 2 2 0 GO P2* S 2
8 99 062074 001826 0 5 1 0GY IT2 2
19 100 062074 001826 0 12 10 12 0 NELZ TAB 1 1i
20 101 062674 601826 0 10 2 10 0 K2 0
21 111 062074 o01826 0 .12 2 12 0 NS 0
22 112 062074 001826 0 2 2 3 ECTS N F t 0
23 113 06207~ 001826 .0 . 2 2 ET-LTYP 0 0
24 114 062074 601826 0 2 2 2 0 ELTS NNOD 0
25 115 062n74 001826 0 2 2 2 0 EUTS tS6T 0
26 16 062074 001826 0 2 2 P 0 EUTS NELS 0 0
27 117 062674 001827 0 2 2 0 ELTS E . 0
28 118 062074 001828 0 1344 12 1344 0 KMAP 2S 3
29 ...166 -062074 001828 0 1344  144 0 AMAP 900 29 3
30 214 062074 01831 0 1400 ib .,140 4 E211 2
31 264 062074 h01830 0 20 20 20 0 DIR 21 1 2
32 265 062074 001831 0 112 1 112 4 E25 2
33 269 062074 001830 0 20 2b 20 0 0DR E29 2
34 270 06274 A 833 __ 2240 240 A K . SPAR -
35 350 .062074 001834 0 2240 i± 2240 1 M SPAR o 23
36 430 062074 o01835 0 2240 12 2246 1 K6LM SPAR 2 23
37 510 062074 001837 0 3136 12 3136 1 INV k+LM .23
38 2 062074 601839 0 10 i 10 '1 VIBR EVAL i 0
39 623 062074 001839 0 720 12 72 -l VIB U ' 0
11.3
EQ 5 VIBRATIONAL MODE. EIGENVALUE = .458397X 1 0 1 0
BEAM MECHANISM 0
SCALE
11. 4
